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Abstract
While the transition to carbon neutral technologies is still in progress, it is
vital to reduce the environmental impact of existing processes. The e ciency
of combustion processes for e.g. power generation and aviation can be greatly
improved by increasing the operating temperature. This, however, requires
development of new and improved materials with increased temperature ca-
pability. Similarly, materials which enable e.g. storage of hydrogen or liquid
natural gas at cryogenic temperatures can contribute to the above transi-
tion. Such high performance engineering materials are usually very complex,
with many alloying elements and multiple phases. During deformation the
behaviour of the phases, and the grains with di↵erent orientations within each
phase, is a result of elastic and plastic interactions. Quantifying how the
stresses and strains are redistributed within and among the phases is essential
for the development of quantitative models capable of accurately predicting
the macroscopic mechanical response from the single crystal properties.
This thesis explores the use of in-situ neutron di↵raction for investigating load
partitioning and deformation mechanisms in two di↵erent advanced multi-
phase materials, a Ni-based superalloy and a eutectic high entropy alloy, across
a wide temperature range (from 20 to 1000 K). For the superalloy, the main
findings are: (i) the e↵ect of particle size on the deformation mechanisms and
load partitioning was consistent across all temperatures; (ii) plastic deforma-
tion of the strengthening phase at high stresses occurred at cryogenic temper-
atures, which has not been previously reported; and (iii) a strong orientation
and phase dependence of the damage evolution during high-temperature de-
formation was observed. In the eutectic high entropy alloy transitions in the
deformation mechanisms of the constituent phases were found to occur with
increasing temperature, which lead to a new proposed alloy design strategy for
optimising the high temperature properties. Further, the role of the phases
is reversed at higher temperatures, i.e. the soft phase at lower temperature
becomes the reinforcing phase when the temperature increases. The reported
results will have a large impact on the development of accurate multi-scale
models for property prediction, as well as development and optimization of
complex materials which contribute to a sustainable society.
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1.1 Background and motivation
Whilst there are increasing in e↵orts to move to renewable energy sources, it is
critically important to make the existing technologies as sustainable as possi-
ble. The power generation and aviation sectors are therefore always in search
of high performance materials to increase their current capability. Higher
working temperatures directly translate to more e cient combustion, better
fuel e ciency and lower emissions [1]. Gas turbine engines are fundamental
parts of land-based power generation and aircraft propulsion systems. In gen-
eral, gas turbines have three main components: compressor, combustor and
turbine. In the compressor, the atmospheric air is compressed and subse-
quently fed at high pressure into the combustion chamber where it is mixed
with fuel and ignited. This operation generates enormous amounts of energy
to propel the turbine setup in an aircraft or power generator. Due to the
extreme conditions in the turbine, it is crucial to choose eligible materials to
build components without any scope for failures. Materials such as Ni-base
superalloys are known for high temperature applications and are work horses
in gas turbines [2, 3]. Furthermore, as these materials typically have face cubic
crystal (fcc) structure to give low di↵usion rates at high temperatures, they
often also exhibit good cryogenic properties and are used in e.g. fuel tanks
and hydrogen/oxygen turbopumps for space applications. However, despite
the success of Ni-base superalloys for these extreme applications, there is a
continuous search for more e cient and/or economic solutions.
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In order to achieve the combination of material properties required for such
demanding applications multi-phase materials are typically needed. When the
load is applied on multi-phase materials, the load distribution among phases
can be in-homogeneous due to di↵erences in the elastic and plastic properties
of individual phases, and their respective deformation mechanisms. This load
distribution can for example lead to premature failures from cracking of brittle
phases or loss of strengthening capabilities in reinforcing phases.
Figure 1.1: The evolution of (a) phase-specific and (b) orientation-specific response
of two-phase material during an in-situ tensile test
Consider a two-phase composite material with a soft phase ↵ and hard phase  ,
which is subjected to uni-axial tensile deformation. Fig. 1.1(a) illustrates the
evolution of stress in the two phases with increasing applied strain. Initially,
both phases undergo elastic deformation before yielding. However, a distinct
load partitioning can be noticed right after the yield stress, where the soft ↵
phase yields earlier and transfers the load to the hard   phase. In general,
most of the plastic strain is carried by the soft ↵ phase, while most of the
stress is born by the hard   phase due to strain partitioning and load transfer
between them. Thus, in order to fully understand the deformation of multi-
phase alloys, it is crucial to measure the stress and strain in the phases in-situ
during plastic deformation. Please note that the load distribution depends
on many factors such as volume fraction and morphology of phases, grain
size distribution and deformation temperature. Thus, the load distribution as
shown in Fig. 1.1(a) can change with the mentioned factors.
Even in a single phase material the load is redistributed between grains with
di↵erent orientations, as a result of elastic and plastic anisotropy. This is the
case also for the individual phases in composite materials. For instance, assum-
ing ↵ phase has fcc crystal structure, the evolution of load/stress in grains with
di↵erent orientations aligned with the tensile axis is shown in Fig. 1.1(b). It
shows the stress experienced by four di↵erent orientations in fcc. Some orien-
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tations, such as (220) and (111), yield earlier and carry lower stresses compare
to other orientations, like (200) and (311). The yielding of individual orien-
tations is mainly governed by the resolved shear stress (RSS) which depends
on the orientation of the slip systems relative to the applied load. The plastic
deformation initiates when the RSS reaches the critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS). The crystal orientations with relatively high RSS will undergo yield-
ing first and continuously transfer the load to other orientations where CRSS
has not yet been reached and this phenomena continues until slip has been
initiated in all orientations. Thus, there is a continuous load transfer between
grains with di↵erent orientations, which furthermore will depend on the strain
hardening of the di↵erent orientations. Depending on the microstructure, this
will of course a↵ect the interaction with embedded or adjacent phases, and
thereby the load redistribution in multi-phase microstructures.
Thus, understanding of the load distribution is of great importance for alloy
development and optimization of microstructures for tailored applications. In
addition, knowledge of the load distribution is essential for the development of
reliable models to predict the behavior of multi-phase engineering materials.
1.2 Scope of thesis
The aim of this thesis is to increase the knowledge and understanding of the
phase and orientation-specific deformation in two distinctly di↵erent engineer-
ing materials which are expected to exhibit di↵erent behaviours with respect
to load redistribution. The first material belongs to the traditional class of Ni-
base superalloys and the second material is associated with recently developed
next generation high entropy alloys called eutectic high entropy alloy (EHEA).
These two materials have unique microstructures which can directly e↵ect the
load distribution and deformation mechanisms at di↵erent deformation tem-
peratures.
1.2.1 Ni-base superalloys
Ni-base superalloys are extremely important materials for applications in avi-
ation and power generation sectors due to their high resistance to corrosion
and excellent mechanical properties at elevated temperatures [4]. They have
complex chemistry and derive strength from the formation of various phases
in the microstructure. The fcc matrix phase ( ) is strengthened by the solid
solution e↵ect, induced by the lattice distortions caused by the substitutional
solute atoms such as Mo, Cr, Co, Fe etc. [5]. Another important mechanisms
which enabled superalloys to strengthen at elevated temperature is precipita-
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tion hardening [6]. It involves formation of intermetallic precipitates known
as  0 or  00 with ordered structures and maintained lattice coherency with the
matrix phase. These precipitates contain Al, Ti and Nb, forming Ni3(Al,Ti)
( 0 - cubic L12 structure) and Ni3Nb ( 00 - body centered tetragonal D022
structure), respectively. They are the main strengthening agents which hinder
the dislocation motion at high temperatures and enable anomalous increase
in strength over 600 °C [7], which is discussed in detail in Chapter 2 (section
2.1.2).
Figure 1.2: (a) The composite microstructure of a Ni-base superalloy (Haynes 282)
with cuboidal precipitates in the matrix phase and (b) the model microstructure
with  0 particles (red circles) in   matrix sharing same crystal lattice with random
grain boundary between two matrix grains
Most superalloys have relatively low  0 volume fractions, ⇠10–30%, to have
a good balance between mechanical properties and fabricability. The mi-
crostructure of these alloys consists of   matrix with embedded  0 (and/or
 00) strengthening particles as shown in Fig. 1.2(a), and discrete carbides
(M6C and M23C6) and/or intermetallic phases along the grain boundaries.
Fig. 1.2(b) illustrates a model microstructure of the alloy used in this thesis,
Haynes 282. Here, both  0 and   phases share the same orientations and slip
planes due to the lattice coherency. When a material with this microstructure
is deformed, both matrix and particles deform along same direction which is
shown in Fig. 1.3. With increasing load, there will be interactions between the
matrix grains indicated by red arrows in Fig. 1.2(b), as well as between matrix
and particles within each grain indicated using blue arrows in the Fig. 1.2(b).
Such interactions leads to load transfer between matrix grains and between  
matrix,  0 particles within each grain (Fig. 1.2(b)). As they share common
slip planes, the dislocations gliding in the soft matrix can transmit into the
 0 particles during deformation under certain circumstances [8]. This can lead
to yielding of particles along with the matrix phase and directly a↵ect the de-
formation response of the material. Ni-base superalloys are known to exhibit
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complex load redistribution which depends on the deformation mechanisms [8–
10]. These deformation mechanisms mostly depend on volume fraction, size of
 0 and deformation temperature [11]. Many studies on load redistribution were
reported for high  0 volume fraction (f > 0.5) Ni-base superalloys from 293 to
1000 K [8, 11–14]. But limited attention has been directed to low  0 volume
fraction alloys, in spite of the fact that these alloys make up a large portion
of the alloys used in applications. Further, these are potential materials for
cryogenic applications but no load redistribution investigations are reported
at sub-zero temperatures. This limited knowledge about the load transfer in
low volume fraction alloys motivated the studies in this thesis, where a re-
cently developed alloy, Haynes 282 with a volume fraction of  0 around 0.2,
was chosen as a representative material. Haynes 282 has a unique combina-
tion of creep strength [15], thermal stability and fabricability [16] and was
specifically developed for use in gas turbines and advanced ultra-supercritical
boilers applications, where increased combustion temperatures are essential to
improve the e ciency and reduce emissions.
Figure 1.3: The lattice of   and  0 when loaded under same orientation
1.2.2 Eutectic high entropy alloy
Recently, multicomponent high entropy alloys (HEAs) have gained interest
due to their unique microstructures and desirable properties [17]. The con-
cept of HEAs was introduced by Cantor et al. [18] and Yeh et al. [19], and
involves combination of at least five principal elements in the at. % range be-
tween 5 % and 35 %. Many studies on HEAs have been reported, with single
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phase microstructures of fcc providing good ductility at the cost of strength
[20, 21], while single phase body centered cubic (bcc) microstructures have high
strength but poor ductility [22, 23]. In order to obtain good combinations of
both properties, multi-phase HEAs have been developed [24, 25]. However,
the castability of these alloys is poor due to large solidification-temperature
range leading to segregation and shrinkage cavity defects. This limitation has
motivated the development of eutectic high entropy alloys (EHEAs), which
were formed based on combining principles of eutectic alloys and high entropy
alloys [26]. The eutectic reaction is an isothermal process with no solidification-
temperature range leading to good castability and avoidance of shrinkage de-
fects. Typically, eutectic alloys are resistant to microstructure change with
temperature as high as the eutectic reaction temperature, which gives good
control over properties such as creep resistance, high rupture strength with
stable defect structures [27]. These properties are attributed to the lamellar
or rod-like structures forming an in-situ composite in the as-cast condition.
Lu et al. [28] used this strategic alloy design approach and developed the alloy
AlCoCrFeNi2.1 with excellent castability at industry scale with minor defects.
The microstructure of EHEA AlCoCrFeNi2.1 has a distribution of coarse grains
as shown in Fig. 1.4. Further, the inset from one grain reveals the lamellar
microstructure which has been shown to consist of two ordered intermetallic
phases, L12 and B2, with an orientation relationship called Kurdjumov–Sachs
(K-S) relation [29–32].
Figure 1.4: The microstructure of EHEA AlCoCrFeNi2.1 with coarse grains in the
as-cast condition and each color indicates the orientation of the grain. The inset
from one grain reveals the lamellar microstructure of L12 and B2 phases.
The K-S relationship can be written as (111)L12 k (110)B2 and [110]L12 k
[111]B2. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.5, where one (111) plane in L12 and one
(110) plane in B2 are parallel, and one [110] direction in L12 aligns with one
[111] direction in B2 within these planes. Here, the orientation relationship
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is restricted to one plane and one direction, which makes slip transmission
between the phases much more di cult, unlike the case of coherent phases in
superalloys as discussed in the previous section.
Figure 1.5: Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation relationship between L12 and B2 lattice.
[33]
The elastic and plastic properties of individual phases and single phase bound-
aries in the AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA have been studied by nano-mechanical test-
ing [34] and in-situ TEM [29]. These revealed complex interactions between
the two ordered phases, which can e↵ect the load redistribution between them.
Thus, knowledge of the load distribution between L12 and B2 is essential to un-
derstand the interactions between the phases during plastic deformation. The
reported excellent properties at high [28, 35] and low [36, 37] temperatures
further motivates to study the load redistribution over a wide temperature
range. Thus, this thesis considered the promising next generation engineering
material, eutectic high entropy alloy - AlCoCrFeNi2.1, to study the e↵ect of
deformation temperature on the load distribution between and within L12 and
B2 phases from 77 K to 973 K.
1.3 Choice of method
The main focus of this thesis is to understand the load redistribution between
and within phases of two distinct microstructures and in-situ di↵raction is in
principle the only way to measure these phenomena. It uses the interplanar
spacing of the crystal lattice as internal strain gauge to measure the elastic
strain in the di↵racting grains. These elastic strains are proportional to the
stress, which reveals the load redistribution among di↵racting grains within
phases. By suitable choice of geometry, strains in particular directions, e.g.
parallel and perpendicular to the applied load, are measured. Other methods
such as digital image correlation (DIC) is known for mapping of deformation
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during micro and macro mechanical testing of materials. However, it measures
only plastic strain under most circumstances and is limited to surfaces. Sim-
ilarly, electron back-scatter di↵raction (EBSD) has an ability to measure the
orientations of di↵racting grains during in-situ mechanical tests but is limited
to mainly resolving plastic strain (except high resolution EBSD) from the sur-
face of specimen under investigation. In-situ transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) has limitations with the geometrical constraints and lack grain statis-
tics compared to bulk specimens.
As discussed, most techniques, including lab di↵raction, are limited to surface
studies. Only neutrons and high energy X-rays di↵raction (HE-XRD) allow
the study of bulk specimens during deformation. Between them, neutrons are
favourable for the two materials in the present work, and the motivation to
use neutrons is mentioned below for each material case.
• For Haynes 282, the measurement of di↵raction peaks from both   ma-
trix and  0 particles are needed during deformation to evaluate the elastic
strains. In particular, the distribution of alloying elements on the specific
lattice sites of  0 phase provides very good contrast for neutrons com-
pared to HE-XRD, which makes it possible to measure the weak superlat-
tice peaks more readily during in-situ deformation experiments. Hence,
the in-situ deformation studies can be coupled with neutron di↵raction
in order to measure and understand the load redistribution in Haynes
282.
• In case of EHEA, as-cast AlCoCrFeNi2.1 is chosen to understand the
load redistribution between two ordered phases. The as-cast eutectic
microstructure has a large average grain size, which requires a large
gauge volume during in-situ deformation studies. Neutrons are superior
in this respect as gauge volumes of several mm3 are easily achieved.




By using in-situ neutron di↵raction during tensile testing at temperatures from
20 to 1000 K, the aim of this work has been to answer the following research
questions.
• What is the e↵ect of particle size on phase-specific deformation and load
partitioning in low  0 volume fraction superalloys (such as Haynes 282)?
• What is the e↵ect of deformation temperature on phase-specific defor-
mation and load partitioning in low  0 volume fraction superalloys (such
as Haynes 282)?
• What is the e↵ect of deformation temperature on phase-specific defor-





Deformation mechanisms refers to the processes by which materials accom-
modate plastic strain. There are many kinds of deformation mechanisms re-
ported and discussed thoroughly across alloys with di↵erent crystal structures
by Ashby and Langdon et al. [38, 39]. Under the conditions covered in this the-
sis, the main deformation mechanism in Haynes 282 and EHEA is expected
to be dislocation slip, which is why dislocations and their movement in the
relevant microstructures will be discussed below.
2.1 Superalloys
Precipitation-strengthened superalloys are engineered for high temperature,
high stress applications and have  0 particles, which act as strengthening
agents, embedded in a   matrix. The size, volume fraction and distribu-
tion of ordered intermetallic  0 particles have great impact on the mechanical
properties [7]. The two phases (  and  0) are coherent and undergo plastic
deformation on the same slip systems, which allows the possibility of disloca-
tion transmission between the matrix and particles. Hence, the deformation
of   and  0 are important to discuss in order to comprehend the deformation
of  0-strengthened Ni-base superalloys.
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2.1.1 Deformation of fcc  
The   phase has the fcc crystal structure of the base element Ni with substi-
tutional atoms randomly occupying the face centered and corner positions in
the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Slip in fcc occurs on the close packed {111}
planes along the h110i directions, which are marked in a fcc unit cell along
with Burgers vector as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of fcc unit cell with Ni or randomly substituting solute atoms
placed at both face centered and corner positions of the unit cell. Slip plane (111)
and Burgers vector b = 12 [110] are marked in the fcc unit cell










Here, G is the shear modulus, ⌫ is the Poisson’s ratio, d is the lattice spacing
of glide plane and b is the magnitude of Burgers vector. The fault in crystal
arrangement leads to an increase in total energy which is proportional to G·b2.
In order to reduce the energy, the dislocations in fcc can split into two partial
dislocations (Eq. 2.2), provided that the sum of the energy of the partials is









The partial dislocations are called Shockley partials and are separated by a
stacking fault, which is associated with the stacking fault energy,  SFE. The
average stacking fault energy of   in Ni-base superalloys is in the range of 20-30
mJ/m2 [41–46]. The equilibrium distance between the Shockley partials, deq
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is determined by the balance between the decrease in energy from dissociation





Here, g is the geometric factor depends on ⌫ and orientation of the dislocation.
In superalloys, deq is found to be in the range of 15–25 Å. In other fcc materials
such as Al, where  SFE is very high, no dissociation occurs. An important
consequence of dislocation splitting is that individual Shockley partials cannot
cross slip. Instead, thermally activated constriction to a full (screw) a2 [110] is
required in order to allow cross slip.
2.1.2 Deformation of ordered L12  0
The strengthening particle phase  0 in Ni-base superalloys has a simple cubic
lattice with a 4 atom basis which is referred to ordered L12 structure (Pm-3m).
In  0, the unit cell of ordered L12 has Al or Ti atoms at the corner positions
and the face centered sites are occupied by Ni (or substitutional atoms) as
shown in Fig. 2.2. It has similar potential slip planes as fcc, and {111} is
the main active slip plane from ambient to around 700 °C. The Burgers vector
has the same direction but twice the length of fcc, i.e. b = a h110i, due to the
ordered structure. Since the distance is larger than the distance between two
lattice points, it is called a superdislocation.
Figure 2.2: L12 structure with Ni atoms (blue) placed at the face centered positions
and Al or Ti atoms (gray) occupying corners of the unit cell. The slip planes (111)
in red and (100) in blue with the Burgers vector [110] are marked.
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In L12, the h110i superdislocation tends to dissociate into two superpartial
dislocations bI and bII (Eq. 2.4) to minimise the defect energy.
b = bI +APB+ bII = a/2 h110i+ APB+ a/2 h110i (2.4)
These superpartials create an anti-phase boundary between them due to the
mismatch of nearest neighbour atoms, which accumulates an energy similar to
stacking faults (10–100 mJ m 2) [48]. The possible dislocation dissociations
in L12 are shown in Fig. 2.3. The first superpartial (bI) from the dissociated
unit dislocation results in formation of an APB, which gets annihilated by the
trailing superpartial (bII) (see Fig. 2.3(a)). Fig. 2.3(b) shows the two su-
perpartials (bI and bII) further dissociating into superlattice Shockley partials
with Burgers vectors (b1,b2 and b3,b4), each pair separated by a complex stack-
ing fault (CSF) [49, 50]. The CSF is considered as compound planar defects of
superlattice intrinsic stacking fault (SISF) and APB [51]. Another potential
Figure 2.3: Possible dislocation dissociation in L12 structure, (a) two-fold APB-
splitting, (b) four-fold [52, 53]
slip system in L12 involves the movement of h110i dislocations on {100} planes
with the APB formed on {100}. The dissociation on {100} occurs as shown
in Eq. 2.5.
b(h110i) = bI(a/2 h110i) + APB{100}+ bII(a/2 h110i) (2.5)
The deformation of  0 occurs by moving dislocations with the Burgers vector
h110i on either {111} or {100} planes depending on the operating tempera-
ture. From Fig. 2.4(a), the superdislocation dissociates into superpartials and
further forms Shockley partials along with CSF and APB as shown in Fig.
2.3(b). The leading superpartial (a/2 h110i) can cross slip if it constricts to
a pure screw type which lies in both {111} and {100}. The resulting APB
formed on {100} has a lower energy than APB on {111} leading to cross slip
as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). Further dissociation of the leading partial can then
occur according to Eq. 2.6.
bI = a/6 h112i+ SISF + a/6 h112i (2.6)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Dissociation of superdislocation into superpartials and forming com-
plex stacking fault and APB. (b) Cross slip of partials spread on two adjacent {111}
planes and APB on {100} [52].
As the resulting Shockley partials do not lie in the {100} plane, the superpartial
cannot move further on {100}. Furthermore, the lower APB energy on {100}
prohibits movement of cross-slipping back onto {111}. This situation leads to
sessile dislocations where all Shockley partials (b1,b2 and b3,b4) seize to move
and do not allow other dislocations to glide on the plane. This is called a Kear–
Wildsdorf lock [54] which occurs only in ordered structures. With increase
in temperatures, more cross slip can occur leading to many Kear–Wildsdorf
locks. The combined e↵ect of cross slip and Kear–Wildsdorf locks is the main
contribution to the high yield strength at elevated temperatures, which is
often referred as yield stress anomaly [55] (i.e. the yield stress increases with
increasing temperature), typically observed in ordered structures such as L12
[56], B2 [57] and D03 [58]. This phenomena does not obey Schmid’s law and
exhibits non-Schmid behaviour [59]. Also, this anomaly is usually exploited
to design  0-strengthened Ni-base superalloys to achieve desired mechanical
properties up to 1000 °C.
However, after reaching a critical temperature, the superpartial dislocations
(bI and bII) starts to move freely on {100} planes . This slip mode transition
from {111} “octahedral” planes to {100} “cube” planes leads to a decrease
in yield strength with increasing temperature. Hence, a delay in slip mode
transition in L12 structure allows the strength to be retained at higher tem-
peratures. This slip transition is discussed in detail in the case of deformation
of L12 phase in EHEA from cryogenic to high temperature in Chapter 5 (sec-
tion 5.2).
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2.2 Deformation of superalloys (  and  0)
The movement of dislocations usually occurs through glide, climb and cross
slip depending on the deformation temperature and loading conditions. At
temperatures when long-range cross slip and climb are not permitted, the
deformation occurs only through glide, which is expected in this work. Due to
the presence of  0 particles, the plastic deformation occurs mainly in two ways:
shearing of particles by passing through a pair of dislocations or forming a
dislocation loop around these strengthening agents (so called Orowan looping).
The occurrence of these mechanisms depends on the size of the particles and
volume fraction in   matrix.
In order to understand these mechanisms, firstly consider the particle shearing
condition. As mentioned earlier, the   and  0 are coherent phases and share
common slip planes during deformation. A single a/2 h110i matrix dislocation,
(1) in Fig. 2.5(a), shears the  0 particles and disturbs the ordering by forming
APB (as the matrix dislocation a/2 h110i corresponds to a superpartial in
 0, see Eq. 2.4). A second a/2 h110i matrix dislocation (2) gliding on the
same plane will annihilate the APB, restoring the order. Thus, a pair of
matrix dislocations passing through a  0 particle act as a superdislocation and
do not leave any remaining APB. As a consequence, matrix dislocations will
always move in pairs, coupled by the APBs they create and annihilate. If
the particle size is less than the spacing of the dislocation pairs, it leads to
weakly coupled dislocations, where only one dislocation is inside the particle
at any given time (see Fig. 2.5(a)). On the other hand, an increase in particle
size leads to strongly coupled dislocations where both dislocations, i.e. the
entire “superdislocation”, is inside the particle at a given instance, as shown
in Fig. 2.5(b). The motion of these dislocation pairs depend on the applied
shear stress, repulsive force between them and the force associated with APB
formation [61, 62]. The shear stress to cut through the particles are dependent
on the size and volume fraction of the particle for weakly [63] and strongly
Figure 2.5: Shearing of  0 particles by (a) weakly and (b) strongly pair-coupled
dislocations [60]
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Here,  APB is the energy of the anti-phase boundary in  0, r is the radius of
the particle, f is the volume fraction and G is shear modulus of the parti-
cle. Usually, weakly coupled dislocations occur for under-aged conditions and
strongly coupled dislocations are observed in over-aged cases. For both weakly
and strongly coupled dislocations, an increase in volume fraction increases the
critical shear stress. An increase in particle size increases the critical shear
stress for weakly coupled dislocations but decreases it for strongly coupled
dislocations. Thus, both volume fraction (f) and particle size (r) can influ-
ence the deformation mechanisms.
Figure 2.6: A sketch of Orowan process [60]
The other mechanism, Orowan looping, occurs when the particles are not pen-
etrated by the dislocations. As the particles cannot be sheared, the dislocation
will bow around them. When the dislocation closes in on itself, it leaves be-
hind a loop around the particles and is then free to move, as shown in Fig.
2.6. This bowing and looping of particles is often observed in the case of large







Here, L is the inter-particle spacing. As no shearing occurs, no APBs are
created. Orowan looping thus involves single matrix dislocations rather than
coupled pairs. Similar to the case of shearing, increasing the volume fraction
increases the critical shear stress for Orowan looping, but an increase in particle
size decreases the critical shear stress, similar to strongly coupled dislocations.
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Fig. 2.7 shows the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) normalized by volume
fraction, with change in particle diameter. It has a transition particle size
(DWS) from weak to strong pair-coupling which typically applies from fine to
coarse particle size. Also, Dc indicates the critical particle size for transition
from shearing by strongly coupled dislocations to the Orowan process. Values
of Dc in the range of 100–200 nm have been reported [64–66], depending on
the volume fraction of  0.
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of critical resolved shear stress normalized with
volume fraction as a function of particle diameter. Three curves corresponding to 1
weakly, 2 strongly coupled dislocations and 3 Orowan process, respectively [60].
So far the e↵ect of particle size and volume fraction on the deformation mech-
anisms have been discussed. However, the deformation temperature can also
influence the dominant mechanism to be either shearing or Orowan looping
or both in superalloys. For Haynes 282 with average particle size around 50
nm, room temperature deformation occurs through shearing of particles by
pairs of dislocations, but the dominant mechanism changes to Orowan loop-
ing at 760 °C [9]. Zhong et al. [10] has studied the deformation of GH2984
superalloy with similar particle size (but with volume fraction 0.06) and also
reported shearing at room temperature while the Orowan process dominated
along with particle by passing via climb and cross-slip at high temperatures
above 750 °C. Particle bypassing by thermally activated mechanisms such as
local climb and/or cross-slip was proposed to occur above the peak strength
temperature (around 700 °C) in both low volume fraction (NIMONIC PE16,
f = 0.08) and high volume fraction (NIMONIC 105, f = 0.48) alloys. In
general, it is di cult to estimate the dominant deformation mechanisms based
on the working temperature, primarily due to the fact that (apart from the
e↵ect of particle size and volume fraction) there is a strong dependence on the
balance between lattice misfit, anti-phase boundary energy and stacking fault
energy, all of which are sensitive to the complex chemistry of the alloys [67].
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Apart from slip, other deformation mechanism in superalloys is twinning dur-
ing deformation, which has been reported under a variety of conditions over a
range of temperatures. Creep studies on superalloys with low and high volume
fraction  0 under certain conditions confirmed microtwinning as the principal
deformation mechanism [49, 68–70]. Thermo-mechanical fatigue studies has
found the deformation twinning as dominating in single crystal [71] and poly-
crystalline superalloys [72, 73]. In TMW-4M3 disc superalloy, the transition
from stacking fault shearing to deformation twinning was found to be dominant
in the intermediate temperature (650–725 °C) under tension [74].
Furthermore, deformation twinning is preferred over conventional dislocation
slip at cryogenic temperatures in many alloys, contributing towards better
strength and ductility. U720Li under compression was found to have higher
CRSS for slip than for deformation twinning, which enabled deformation twin-
ning as dominant deformation mechanism at cryogenic temperatures [75]. Re-
cent studies involving Alloy 625 and GH3536 alloy has confirmed the deforma-
tion twinning contributing towards improved strength and ductility at cryo-
genic temperatures [76, 77]. Thus, di↵erent deformation mechanisms are ob-
served in superalloys depending on the temperature and loading conditions.
2.2.1 Load redistribution
The occurrence of shearing or looping dictates the load redistribution between
  and  0 in  0-strengthened Ni-base superalloys. The load redistribution be-
tween and within the matrix and particle phases has therefore been studied
extensively as a function of particle size and deformation temperature. Day-
mond et al. [12] investigated the load distribution between   and  0 of Udimet
720Li using in-situ neutron di↵raction and found a strong temperature de-
pendence on the deformation behavior. They observed load transfer from  0
to   up to 500 °C, whereas the opposite scenario was noticed at higher tem-
peratures. This behavior was suggested to be associated with the previously
discussed change from octahedral to cube slip in  0.
Later, Grant et al. [8] studied RR1000 using a similar experimental setup
and observed a  0 size dependence of the deformation mechanisms. On the
one hand, smaller particles undergo deformation through shearing by pairs
of dislocations leading to co-deformation of   and  0 without load redistri-
bution. On the other hand, the larger particles lead to both shearing and
Orowan looping, which is responsible for the initial co-deformation followed
by distinct load partitioning. Similar behavior was found to be consistent at
higher temperature (750 °C) with no evidence of cube slip [14]. Furthermore,
the evolution of lattice strains during tensile and creep at high temperatures
were studied in single-crystal [13, 78, 79] and polycrystalline [8, 12, 14, 80–84]
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superalloys. These studies are mostly aimed at understanding the di↵erence in
the elastic lattice strain between grains (of di↵erent orientations) and between
matrix and particle phase during di↵erent deformation conditions.
These studies were all devoted to superalloys with high  0 volume fraction,
mostly above 0.45. A study of Waspaloy with low  0 volume fraction (around
0.25) was an exception, where the load redistribution between  0 and   was
studied for bimodal microstructure (combination of few larger and many smaller
 0 particles) at room temperature [80, 85]. However, the e↵ect of microstruc-
ture variables, such as size of  0 particles, and deformation temperatures on
the load distribution between matrix and particle phase was not investigated.
Thus, there is a need to understand the load redistribution in low  0 volume
fraction superalloys as a function of particle size and deformation temperature.
In this work, we use the recently developed Haynes 282 with a volume fraction
⇡0.2 as a representative material for low  0 volume fraction superalloys. Par-
ticularly, the size of  0 can be tailored for Haynes 282 and obtain wide variety
of microstructures [86–88].
2.2.2 Haynes 282
Haynes 282 has a unique combination of creep strength, fabricability and ther-
mal stability with superior resistance to strain age cracking during welding,
which is desirable for gas turbine applications [89, 90]. The weldability also
makes it a potential candidate for e.g. cryogenic pressure vessels. There have
been many studies of Haynes 282 focused on macroscopic mechanical prop-
erties including tensile strength [9, 87], creep-rupture [16, 89], fatigue [91–93]
and stress relaxation [94] in association with appropriate electron microscopy
analysis.
Recently, Shin et al. [95] reported a change in interaction of dislocations with
 0 from shearing to Orowan looping depending on the size of  0-particles in
Haynes 282, similar to high  0 volume fraction superalloys [8]. Also, as men-
tioned above, the temperature is known to e↵ect the dominant deformation
mechanism [9]. Such changes in deformation mechanisms are expected to di-
rectly influence the load distribution between   and  0, which has not been
explored. This is indeed, as mentioned above, the case for low  0 volume
fraction Ni-base superalloys in general, where the load distribution between
  and  0 are not thoroughly examined, but is vital to develop property pre-
diction models to fully achieve the potential of advanced Ni-base superalloys
and develop future alloys. This thesis investigates the e↵ect of  0 size on the
load distribution between and within matrix and particle phases in Haynes
282 from 20 K to 1000 K using in-situ neutron di↵raction.
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2.3 Eutectic high entropy alloys
The eutectic high entropy alloy in the present study (AlCoCrFeNi2.1) has a
lamellar microstructure consisting of ordered L12 and ordered B2 crystal struc-
tures. The general deformation of L12 has been discussed for  0 in section
2.1.2, which is valid also for L12 phase in the EHEA. However, the deforma-
tion of L12 is alloy dependent. Particularly the critical temperature for the
transition from octahedral to cube slip varies with alloy composition [96–99].
A further complicating factor is the chemical complexity of the material, as
the site occupancy in the L12 phase is not known. Due to the similarities
between previously described  0 and L12 in EHEA, this section will focus on
the other phase, B2. The dominating slip systems in B2 depends on the alloy
composition. The initial microstructure analysis (Table. 5.1) revealed enrich-
ment of Ni and Al in the B2 phase. The strong tendency to form aluminides
suggests that the structure of the B2 phase is based on either NiAl, FeAl or
CoAl in AlCoCrFeNi2.1. We therefore chose to consider all three possible B2
aluminides for the discussion of B2 behavior.
2.3.1 Deformation of ordered B2
The B2 crystal structure has the primitive cubic lattice with a two atom basis
at body centered and corner positions in the unit cell as shown in Fig. 2.8.
The deformation in B2 structure occurs via slip mostly on the {110} and/or
{112} planes depending on the binary elements and deformation conditions.
The potential slip directions include h001i, h011i and h111i, where h001i is the
shortest lattice vector but h111i is the close packed direction. All potential
slip directions in the slip plane (011) are highlighted in Fig. 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Schematic of B2 crystal structure with highlighted (011) and di↵erent
slip directions are marked
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Numerous studies on NiAl including in-situ neutron di↵raction have confirmed
the {110}h001i as the active operative slip system between 300 and 900 K
[100–102]. Non-h001i (h011i and h111i) slip have been reported to occur only
under very special conditions. For example, h011i was found to be active
at very small strains between 850 and 900 K [103], otherwise the samples
tested for large strains above and below this temperature range were found
to show h001i dislocations. Also, h011i dislocations were noticed in room
temperature tests of extruded polycrystalline NiAl with some additions of Ti
and Mo. Later, the h001i dislocations were found to be dominant over h011i,
which were believed to form due to interaction of gliding h001i dislocations
during the extrusion process [104, 105]. Another attempt to study the non-
h001i dislocations includes deformation of bicrystals at room temperature and
933 K, which didn’t provide strong arguments in favour of the existence of
non-h001i slip vectors [100]. From the mentioned experimental observations,
which agrees with theoretical predictions, the dominant slip system in NiAl is
{110}h001i over a range of temperatures.
On the other hand, the dominant slip system in FeAl is h111i{112} at both
room and cryogenic temperatures (77 K), while high temperature deformation
occurs through h111i{101} slip [106, 107]. Furthermore, Yoo et al. [107]
have reported di↵erent slip systems for many intermetallics including FeAl and
NiAl. Among the three aluminides, CoAl has received the least attention in the
literature due to the brittle behavior before the ductile-to-brittle temperature
[108]. Yaney et al. [109] reported that the polycrystalline CoAl was extruded
at 1505 K and h001i dislocations were observed on both {110} and {100}, while
h111i dislocations were found on {110} planes. In addition, Vailhé et al. [110]
performed simulations using embedded atom method potentials of Co and Al
and discussed all possible defects, planar faults and dislocation core structure
in CoAl and suggested the deformation occurs on h111i{110} slip system.
Extrapolation of the behavior of binary B2 aluminides to more complex mate-
rials is, however, unreliable. Feuerbacher [111] showed that slip in 28Al-20Co-
11Cr-15Fe-26N B2 high entropy alloy occurred in h111i{112} systems, similar
to FeAl, although Ni is the dominating element, followed by Co. Notably, the
chemical composition of the B2 phase in AlCoCrFeNi2.1 is 21Al-15Co-14Cr-
15Fe-35N, which is not too far from the alloy used in [111]. In conclusion, the
B2 phase can have di↵erent slip systems based on the alloy composition and
site occupancy as discussed above. In this work, the dominating slip system
in the present B2 phase is unknown.
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2.3.2 Deformation of AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA
In the AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA the two ordered phases, L12 and B2, essentially
form a composite of two intermetallics. It is intriguing to explore the interac-
tions between the ordered phases, which account for the balanced strength and
ductility over a wide temperature range. Muskeri et al. [34] performed ded-
icated deformation studies through compression test of micro-pillars of L12,
B2 and bicrystals containing both phases to understand the phase-specific
mechanical behavior. They reported higher CRSS in B2 but a higher elastic
sti↵ness of L12. The combination of nano and micro-indentation tests revealed
that the deformation is largely controlled by hard B2 phase rather than soft
L12. Further, the compression of bi-crystal micro-pillars showed early yield-
ing of L12 compared to B2 without cracking or separation of the interface,
which indicates a strong interphase boundary. This was explained by move-
ment of screw-like partials on fcc {111} interfacial planes, as studied through
molecular dynamic simulations of fcc/B2 composite materials with K-S orien-
tation relationship [32]. Moreover, the in-situ tensile tests of AlCoCrFeNi2.1
in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) suggested the semi-coherent in-
terfaces contributes to improving the plastic deformation of B2 and avoids
cracking for better fracture toughness, as dislocation activity in B2 was pro-
moted by pile-ups at phase boundaries [29]. Such complex interplay between
soft and hard ordered phases with strong phase boundaries certainly requires
thorough understanding of stress and strain distribution between the phases
during plastic deformation.
Load distribution investigations are usually performed on bulk specimens rather
than at the micro-scale to preserve the complex elastic interactions between
phases and grains with di↵erent orientations. Typically in-situ di↵raction mea-
surements during loading tests are ideal to gauge the distribution of elastic
lattice strains between and within phases of polycrystalline materials. Lu
et al. [112] studied the load distribution within the the soft L12 phase in
AlCoCrFeNi2.1 using in-situ synchrotron di↵raction at room temperature. They
observed the large elastic anisotropy among five measured orientations, fol-
lowed by large lattice strains along (200) and (311), which agrees with tra-
ditional behavior of fcc alloys. However, the behavior of B2 phase and load
distribution between phases were not investigated. Thus, the load distribution
between L12 and B2 is unknown and must be revealed in order to understand
the resulting deformation mechanisms during plastic deformation. Moreover,
the deformation of AlCoCrFeNi2.1 has been studied at cryogenic temperatures
[36, 37] and it was found that slip is the active mechanism, while slip along
with twinning were found to be dominating at elevated temperatures [28, 35].
Nevertheless, there has been no studies on load redistribution at elevated or
cryogenic temperatures, in spite of the promising properties. This thesis aims
to study the e↵ect of deformation temperature on the load distribution be-
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tween and within L12 and B2 phases from 77 K to 973 K in AlCoCrFeNi2.1




Neutrons were discovered by the British physicist James Chadwick in 1932
who won the Nobel prize for his work in 1935 [113]. Neutron scattering is an
excellent research tool to study the structure and dynamics of materials on
the atomic scale (nm). In general, neutron scattering is a popular technique
in the fields of solid state physics and crystallography. With time it has found
its way into various fields such as medicine, biology, earth sciences, planetary
science, engineering materials, polymers, cultural heritage and so on.
3.1 Neutron properties
Neutrons are nuclear particles with a mass mn = 1.675⇥10 27 kg, which is
close to that of a proton [114]. Unlike other particles, neutrons has long mean
lifetime (880 s) which makes them suitable for scattering experiments, usually
lasting a fraction of second [115]. Neutrons are electrically neutral and interact
directly with the nuclei of the atoms in the specimen. They have a negative
magnetic moment µ = -9.6491 x 10 27 (JT 1) which has a tendency to align
anti-parallel to an applied magnetic field. This non-zero magnetic moment of
neutrons enables them to be used in investigations of microscopic magnetic
structures [116] to study the magnetic properties of materials.
Neutrons exhibit particle-wave duality, meaning they possess both particle
and wave-like nature as per quantum mechanics [117]. Hence, neutrons are
not only associated with moving objects which have momentum and kinetic
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energy, but also acquire wavelength and frequency. According to de Broglie










Here,   is wavelength (m); v is velocity and h = 6.625 ⇥ 10 34 J s is Planck’s
constant.
Varying the wavelength and energy of neutrons enables a wide variety of scat-
tering measurements on di↵erent materials. Thus, neutrons are classified based
on the range of wavelengths and energy as shown in the Table. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Neutrons are classified and given common names based on energy ranges
Type   (Å) Energy range, meV Origin
Ultra cold > 40 < 0.05 Special source < 4 K
Cold 2.4 - 40 0.05 - 14 H2 moderators at 25 K
Thermal 0.6 - 2.4 14 - 200 H2O moderators at 300 K
Hot 0.3 - 0.6 200 - 1000 Graphite moderators at 2000 K
Epithermal < 0.3 103 - 106 Background from moderators
The number of neutrons generated by the source is measured as neutron flux
( ) and it is defined as the neutron rate per unit area and the units are n/cm2s.
 =
Number of neutrons hitting on a surface per second
surface area perpendicular to the neutron beam direction
(3.3)
During the neutron scattering experiments, the average incoming flux lies in
the range 105 to 109 n/(cm2s).
3.2 Generation of neutrons
There are mainly two methods to generate neutrons for scattering experiments
to investigate the materials.
• Reactor sources: In nuclear reactors, the neutron-induced fission re-
actions are used to produce stable neutrons. This process occurs when a
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heavy 235U nucleus absorbs a neutron and later splits into two or more
stable lighter nuclei along with generation of few free neutrons (⇡ 2.4)
per fission reaction (Fig. 3.1(a)). One of the free neutrons will further
cause fission in another 235U leading to a chain reaction. The remain-
ing neutrons which are not part of fission and absorption will be passed
through the moderators to achieve optimum velocities and used for scat-
tering experiments. Typically, the reactor source involves generation
of continuous neutron beams with high flux, which are usually pulsed
through monochromators to select a specific wavelength for the experi-
ment. In addition, pulsed beams can be generated from continuous flow
of neutrons using mechanical choppers.
Some of the well known reactor sources includes Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL), France; IBR-2, Dubna, Russia; NCNR, NIST, USA; HFIR, Oak
Ridge, USA; OPAL, ANSTO, Australia; HANARO, South Korea.
Figure 3.1: Neutrons are generated by two methods; (a) Fission and (b) Spallation
[119]
• Spallation sources: Nuclear spallation involves bombarding a heavy
metal target (W, Hg or Pb) with high energy particles, typically acceler-
ated protons pulses. Upon collision, the proton interacts with the target
nucleus and brings it into a highly excited state which rapidly decays
with the ejection of stable lighter nuclei, neutrons and other fundamen-
tal particles (Fig. 3.1(b)). Spallation sources typically generate pulsed
neutron beams, where choppers are used to further define the pulse. All
neutrons in a pulse are used for scattering experiments unlike the case
of reactor sources. Similar to reactor sources, the high velocity neutrons
are passed through the moderators to slow down to thermal or cold neu-
trons based on the type of moderators used at the source. There are
neutron guide systems connected to specific instruments and neutrons
are transported through them for scattering experiments.
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Some of the important spallation sources across the world includes ISIS,
RAL, UK; SINQ, PSI, Switzerland (Continuous spallation source); LAN-
SCE, LANL, USA; SNS, ORNL, USA; MLF, J-PARC, Japan; CSNS,
China and European spallation source (ESS), Sweden (Open to users
from 2023).
These two types of neutron sources are built as dedicated facilities with variety
of instruments meant for specific fields of research. All major sources are user
facilities, where external research community can access these instruments and
perform experiments.
3.3 Neutron di↵raction
Neutron di↵raction is an elastic scattering technique which provides informa-
tion about structural properties of matter on the lattice level (Å/nm). The
condition for di↵raction is given by Bragg’s law.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of Bragg’s law
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3.3.1 Bragg’s law
Consider a set of crystallographic planes with Miller indices {hkl} and the
distance between two adjacent planes is dhkl as shown in Fig. 3.2. Here,




kf is the reflected wave vector with the same magnitude as ki in an elastic
scattering event. When the incident neutron waves (ki) interact with atoms
of the unit cell, only small fraction of them get reflected in a specular way
(angle of incidence = angle of reflection). The resultant scattering vector (q)
also called as momentum transfer, is perpendicular to the di↵racting plane
and calculated using Eq. 3.4.
q = kf   ki (3.4)
The magnitude of q is 4⇡
 
sin ✓ from Eq. 3.4 and Fig. 3.2.
If the coherently reflected waves (kf ) interfere constructively, this leads to large
resultant amplitude. The condition for this is defined by Bragg’s law. Bragg’s
law defines the condition for constructive interference where the path length
di↵erence associated with the reflections from the adjacent crystallographic
planes is equal to the wavelength of neutrons as given in the Eq. 3.5.
n  = 2dhkl sin ✓B (3.5)
Here, ✓B is the incident and reflection angle or Bragg angle, and n is a pos-
itive integer accounting for the fact that the constructive interference occur
when the path length di↵erence (d sin ✓B) of di↵racted neutrons equals a mul-
tiple of the wavelength. Consequently, for neutrons with a specific wavelength
( ) scattered from planes with distance d, the constructive interference will
produce high intensity in the direction 2✓B relative to the incoming beam
according to Eq. 3.5.
According to the Laue condition, the di↵raction from a crystal occurs only
when the momentum transfer coincides with a reciprocal lattice vector which
is expressed as G = hâ+ kb̂+ lĉ, where h, k, l are integers and â, b̂, ĉ are basis
vectors of reciprocal lattice. The Laue condition for di↵raction is given by Eq.
3.6.
q = G (3.6)
Thus, Laue condition and Bragg’s law are equivalent and define when di↵rac-
tion occurs, but the di↵raction intensity of a given atomic plane {hkl} is given
by structure factor (Fhkl).
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3.3.2 Structure factor (Fhkl)
The structure factor is the sum of the waves scattered by the individual atoms
within a unit cell. It is a measure of the amplitude and phase of waves
di↵racted from the crystal planes defined by Miller indices {hkl}. The math-
ematical equation of structure factor for di↵raction from plane {hkl} is given
below.
Fhkl = ⌃i bie
2⇡i(hxi+kyi+lzi) (3.7)
Here, the sum of all i atoms in the unit cell with (xi,yi,zi) positional coordi-
nates are considered, and bi is the scattering length of ith atom. It is important
to observe b, whose value changes based on the atom or isotope and source of
radiation. For X-rays, b depends on the interaction of outermost electrons of
an atom and follows a specific trend with increase in atomic number. However,
neutrons interact with nucleus of an atom and b doesn’t have any trends un-
like X-rays. The intensity (Ihkl) of a di↵racted beam is directly proportional
to the squared amplitude of the structure factor (Ihkl / |Fhkl|2) whose value
depends on b, position of atoms (x,y,z) and (hkl) Miller indices.
For instance, the structure factor can be calculated for fcc, which according
to Chapter 2 can be described by a simple cubic lattice with four atom ba-
sis. Here, the atoms are located at corner (0,0,0) and face centered positions




2 )] + ei[2⇡(
k+l
2 )] + ei[2⇡(
l+h
2 )])
Fhkl = b(1 + e
i⇡(h+k) + ei⇡(k+l) + ei⇡(l+h))
If the (hkl) is unmixed, meaning all even or all odd gives F 2
hkl
= 16b2. Thus,
the intensity of Bragg peaks (111), (200), (220) and (311) are possible to
measure from the   matrix phase (fcc) of Haynes 282 in this work. Please note
that for a solid solution, like   in Haynes 282, b is the average scattering length
of the solute atoms. Otherwise, if the (hkl) are mixed, involving two odd and
one even (e.g. 112) or two even and one odd (e.g. 122) then F 2
hkl
= 0, which
leads to zero intensity of planes (100), (211), (210) etc., even though Bragg’s
law is satisfied.
Similarly, the structure factor for L12 phase ( 0-Ni3Al) can be calculated using
the atomic positions of Ni (1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,0,1/2), (0,1/2,1/2); Al (0,0,0) and
respective scattering lengths of Ni (bNi) and Al (bAl).
Fhkl = bAl[e
i[2⇡(0)]] + bNi(e
i[2⇡(h+k2 )] + ei[2⇡(
k+l
2 )] + ei[2⇡(
l+h
2 )])
Fhkl = bAl + bNi(1 + e
i⇡(h+k) + ei⇡(k+l) + ei⇡(l+h))
Thus, the structure factor has two solutions; if (hkl) is unmixed then F 2
hkl
=
(bAl+3bNi)2, and in mixed case, the structure factor depends on the di↵erence
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between bAl and bNi i.e., F 2hkl = (bAl   bNi)2. Hence, one can measure all
di↵racted peaks as the intensity is non-zero for all scattered reflections. As
described in Chapter 1 (section 1.3), the  0 phase in Haynes 282 is not purely
Ni3Al and Ti can substitute for Al in the L12 lattice. As bTi is negative,
incorporation of Ti on Al sites leads to a large di↵erence between bNi and bTi
and gives good contrast from superlattice peaks of  0 in Haynes 282. Thus,
the superlattice peaks of  0 in Haynes 282 are more readily measured using
neutrons compared to X-rays.
Likewise, the structure factor can be calculated for NiAl-B2 crystal structure,
which is the hard phase in as-cast AlCoCrFeNi2.1. By placing the unit cell




Fhkl = bAl + bNi(1 + e
i⇡(h+k+l))
Similar to L12, we have two solutions for structure factor of B2. If (hkl) are
even, then F 2
hkl
= (bAl+bNi)2, in odd combination, F 2hkl = (bAl bNi)2. Thus,
all di↵racted Bragg peaks can be measured with non-zero intensity similar to
the case of L12. However, there are other elements (Fe,Co,Cr) in EHEA which
can occupy for both L12 and B2 lattice, then the F 2hkl changes as the scattering
is not only from Al and Ni atoms. Thus, the e↵ective scattering length for all
atomic positions (bbody and bcorner) needs to be considered for the structure
factor calculation.
3.3.3 Time-of-flight neutron di↵raction
While angle resolved neutron di↵raction with monochromatic beams is com-
monly used at continuous sources, the production of pulsed beams opens up
the possibility for energy dispersive techniques using the time-of-flight (TOF)
method. The neutron pulses are passed through choppers to select the en-
ergy or wavelength range suitable to study the specimen under investigation.
TOF method is based on de Broglie wavelength relationship (Eq. 3.1), where
neutron wavelength is inversely proportional to its velocity. In other words,
the neutrons with short wavelength reach the sample earlier than the longer
wavelength neutrons from the source. As the arrival time of each neutron
pulse at the detector (t) and the distance travelled by them are known, one







Here, L indicates the distance between source and detector (in meters) and t
is the TOF in s, respectively. Instead of measuring the intensity at di↵erent
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Bragg angles, TOF allows collection of the entire spectrum at a fixed Bragg
angle as a function of TOF, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Combining the Eq. 3.5 and
Eq. 3.8, d-spacing can be obtained using t and other constants of instrument
with fixed Bragg angle (✓B) as shown in Eq. 3.9.






TOF neutron strain scanners are popularly used for in-situ mechanical testing
of materials. Placing detectors with a limited acceptance angle (defined by
radial collimators) at ±90° creates a cubic gauge volume with defined di↵rac-
tion vector(s) aligned to the loading (and transverse) directions during an
in-situ mechanical testing. The schematic and geometry of an engineering
di↵ractometer for in-situ testing are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4. In
summary, only TOF neutron strain scanners can measure entire spectra at a
particular Bragg angle involving intensities of all grains aligned in the ten-
sile and transverse direction, which is useful for studying phase-averaged and





This chapter is dedicated to the description of the experimental methods in
this work. It starts with heat treatments of Haynes 282 to achieve two model
microstructures for in-situ tensile tests. Subsequently, neutron strain scan-
ners are discussed in detail along with the two instruments used in this work.
Later, the data analysis and measurable quantities from the in-situ neutron
di↵raction experiments are presented. Further, the final sections are devoted
to complimentary techniques.
4.1 Generation of model microstructures of Haynes 282
The chemical composition of Haynes 282 is shown in Table. 4.1. Following
the discussion in Chapter 2, small particles are expected to undergo shearing,
while particles above a critical size should lead to looping. In order to investi-
gate the e↵ect of the deformation mechanism (controlled through the particle
size) on the load partitioning, samples were subjected to two types of heat
treatments to achieve fine and coarse  0 particles, respectively. In case of fine
 0, the samples were solution treated at 1120 °C and water quenched to dissolve
Table 4.1: Chemical composition of Haynes 282 by wt. %
Cr Co Mo Ti Al Fe B P S Si Ni
19.52 10.33 8.56 2.13 1.52 0.66 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.6 Bal
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carbides and  0 phases from the previous processing. Later, they were heated
to 1010 °C for precipitation of carbides at the grain boundaries and air cooled
to room temperature. The final step was focused on ageing, involving precip-
itation of  0 particles at 788 °C for 8 hours followed by air cooling. The large
undercooling below the  0 solvus (⇡ 1000 °C) provides a large driving force
for nucleation and slow growth leading to many small  0 particles. The size of
 0 in the final microstructure was ⇡ 20 nm with a volume fraction of around
0.2 as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). For coarse  0, the heat treatment was continuous
without intermittent water quenching. It starts with solution treatment at
1120 °C for half an hour followed by controlled cooling at 10 °C/min to 950
°C, where the temperature was held for half an hour. This step involves both
nucleation of carbides and sparse  0. Due to very small undercooling, only few
 0 nuclei are formed, which grow rapidly at 950 °C. Then, the samples were
cooled slowly at 0.1 °C/min until 500 °C followed by water quench. The very
slow cooling in this step increases the volume fraction of  0 (which is very low
at 950 °C) by growing existing particles under quasi-equilibrium conditions
without further nucleation. The final microstructure is shown in Fig. 4.1(b),
which has a  0 size of ⇡ 200 nm and similar volume fraction as the fine  0
condition in the matrix. The overview of the microstructure is shown in Fig.
4.1(c) having coarse grains with annealing twins.
Figure 4.1: Heat treatments on Haynes 282 to obtain (a) fine  0, (b) coarse  0 and
(c) overview of coarse grains with annealing twins.
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4.2 Neutron strain scanner (NSS)
NSS has been one of the most popular techniques to measure the elastic strains
(and thus stress) in engineering materials based on the internal crystal lattice
as strain gauge. The strain measurements were proposed and developed in
the early 1980s at the Harwell Laboratory, UK [120] to investigate the resid-
ual stresses in polycrystalline engineering specimens [121, 122]. Later, NSS
were extended to measure stresses during in-situ mechanical testing of mate-
rials with the help of di↵erent sample environments built around the neutron
strain scanners at large scale facilities. These measurements are performed at
instruments at both reactor sources and spallation sources, but the latter has
the advantage to measure multiple Bragg peaks at a fixed 2✓B by simultane-
ously utilising the entire wavelength spectrum in the neutron pulses, which is
suitable for this work. As only TOF based NSS of spallation sources were used
in this work, the description is limited to such instruments.
Figure 4.2: Schematic of TOF neutron strain scanner with two detectors placed at
2✓B = ± 90° to the incident neutron beam and the sample is aligned at 45° [123]
The size of the incoming beam is controlled by slits. Di↵raction will occur
all along the path of the incoming beam through the specimen, but the radial
collimators define the volume from which neutrons are allowed to reach the
detectors, which are placed at ±90° as shown in Fig. 4.2. This volume is
called the neutron gauge volume (GV), and the size and shape is defined by
the slits and radial collimators. In general, the size of the GV is in the order of
mm3, and with the described set-up it has a nearly cuboidal shape. By moving
the sample so that the region of interest coincides with the GV, it is possible
to measure di↵raction signals only from a selected volume in the specimen.
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The two detectors are used to determine two orthogonal momentum transfer
vectors, q1 and q2, which can directly measure the d-spacings (i.e. strain) in
two orthogonal directions. The use of cuboidal GV allows measurement of
signals in di↵erent direction from exactly the same GV by rotating the sample
90°. This permits determination of strains in all three principal directions by
only one rotation. Further, the transmitted beam in the path are absorbed by
the beam stopper for safety and avoid further scattering and radiation in the
experimental hall.
In this work, samples were subjected to in-situ tensile testing and both q1
and q2, which correspond to the loading and transverse axes respectively, were
measured simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 4.2. There was no rotation of
the sample during the in-situ loading experiments and thus only axial and
one transverse direction were measured, assuming symmetry around the ten-
sile axis. During in-situ tests, di↵raction patterns were collected at di↵erent
load/strain levels throughout the deformation. The measured di↵raction spec-
tra from the GV are subsequently analysed (as will be described in section 4.4)
to allow tracking for the lattice strains, intensity and peak width, as a function
of load/strain. In the present work, the in-situ neutron di↵raction experiments
were performed at ENGIN-X and TAKUMI engineering di↵ractometers, which
are known for complex in-situ mechanical testing of engineering materials.
4.3 Neutron engineering di↵ractometers
4.3.1 ENGIN-X at ISIS
ENGIN-X is a TOF based neutron strain scanner located at Target Station
1 of ISIS Neutron and Muon source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
[124, 125]. This instrument is built around 50 m away from the target. As
described in section 3.2, moderators are used to slow down the speed of the
generated fast neutrons to optimum levels for any given instrument. ISIS uses
methane moderators to achieve a wide wavelength range, which is suitable
for most engineering materials. The decelerated neutrons are passed through
neutron guides to transport the pulsed neutron beam from the moderator
to the sample at ENGIN-X. Note that the choppers define the wavelength
range of the neutron pulse, and thus the accessible d-spacing range. Optimum
chopper settings are selected based on the material and peaks of interest. The
top view of the ENGIN-X instrument is very similar to the schematic of TOF
based NSS shown in Fig. 4.2. The radial collimators are placed just before
the two detectors at ±90° to the incident beam, and have adjustable gauge
width options from 0.5–4 mm. The coverage angle for each detector is about ±
16° in the horizontal plane and ± 21° in the vertical plane [124]. Furthermore,
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ENGIN-X uses integration of neutron counts during pre-determined interval(s)
for histogramming the di↵raction spectra measured from the sample GV. The
histogramming is correlated with the stress-rig data, where the calculated
average stress-strain data is associated with each di↵raction spectra measured
during the tests.
Each test was initially performed in load control mode, since the change in
displacements are relatively small and hard to pre-define in the elastic regime.
After the yield point, the relative change in the loads are comparably small
which is why displacement control was chosen for the rest of the test. The
strain in the sample during the tensile tests was measured using an exten-
someter and a thermocouples was attached to the sample to monitor the tem-
perature. Tests at cryogenic temperatures were conducted using a dedicated
evacuated chamber as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), where samples can be loaded up
to 100 kN in the temperature range 6 K to 300 K [126–130]. For high tem-
perature tests, a di↵erent chamber was used, where the sample was heated by
radiant air furnace on the stress rig [131] as shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
Figure 4.3: (a) Front view picture of ENGIN-X di↵ractometer with stress rig placed
in the middle of two detectors. (b) sample environment chamber for in-situ tensile
tests at cryogenic temperatures (6 K to 300 K)
Using these sample environments, we performed in-situ tensile tests of Haynes
282 at 20 K, 100 K and room temperature (300 K) with a counting time of
⇡ 1 hour per loading point in order to obtain adequate signal to noise ratio,
particularly from the  0 superlattice peaks. The obtained di↵raction patterns
with a d-spacing range of 1 to 3.7 Å cover the Bragg peaks from (311) to
(100). EHEA samples were tested at 77 K, 300 K and 673 K with a counting
time of ⇡ 20–30 minutes per loading point. Both L12 and B2 peaks within
d-spacing range of 0.4 to 2.2 Å were measured along loading and transverse
axes simultaneously. At each load/displacement level, the initial period (5-10
minutes), depending on the temperature, was excluded from the analysis to
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allow for initial stress relaxation which can a↵ect the lattice strain calculations.
More details can be found in the supplementary material of Paper IV. For
all tests, the slits and radial collimators were selected to measure a GV of 4 ⇥
4 ⇥ 4 mm3 from the tensile samples.
4.3.2 TAKUMI at J-PARC
TAKUMI is an engineering materials di↵ractometer located at the Materials
and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) of the Japan Proton Accelerator
Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan [132, 133]. MLF has a spallation source
and generates pulsed neutron beams which are passed through poisoned decou-
pled hydrogen moderators to slow down the neutrons. TAKUMI is 40 m away
from the spallation source and the setup (see Fig. 4.4(a)) is almost identical to
the ENGIN-X instrument with two detector placed at ±90° and the stress-rig
mounted between them at 45° to the incoming beam. This setup measures a
near cuboidal GV from the sample with a coverage of ±15° horizontally and
±16° vertically for each detector. TAKUMI has an advantage over ENGIN-X
with respect to the data recording, as an event-based data acquisition method
has been implemented. Each detected neutron is individually time-stamped
and associated with an incoming pulse. This allows the histogramming to be
performed after the test at arbitrary intervals. This is referred to as time-
slicing, since time intervals for histogramming are selected during the data
analysis after the experiments. The average strain and stress in each time in-
terval is calculated from the stress-rig data and associated with corresponding
di↵ractograms. Due to the high flux of neutrons at TAKUMI, typical time
intervals for slicing are in the range of 5–15 minutes compare to ⇠1 hour per
point at ENGIN-X in the case of Haynes 282. TAKUMI utilises a software
application kit called EMAKi [134, 135], which is used for data acquisition,
reduction and visualization.
Unlike ENGIN-X, step-wise loading is not necessary at TAKUMI, due to high
flux and event based data acquisition method. This permits the study of tran-
sient behaviors in materials. For example, the elasto-plastic transition dur-
ing tensile tests at higher temperatures would involve stress relaxation when
step-wise loading or holding the cross-head at regular intervals is used. Such
tests need to be performed almost without any holding steps to avoid signifi-
cant stress relaxation (except for creep studies) at high temperatures. Thus,
TAKUMI has an advantage over ENGIN-X particularly for high temperature
in-situ mechanical studies.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Picture of TAKUMI engineering materials di↵ractometer with stress
rig placed at 45° to the incoming beam between the two detectors located at ±90°.
(b) sample environment chamber for in-situ tensile tests at high temperatures.
In this thesis, TAKUMI was chosen for in-situ tensile test of Haynes 282 and
EHEA at the highest temperatures. As mentioned earlier, two uni-modal mi-
crostructures, namely fine  0 and coarse  0 were considered for the in-situ
tensile tests of Haynes 282. The main focus of these experiments was to un-
derstand the e↵ect of particle size and deformation temperature during tensile
testing of Haynes 282 at high temperatures. Tensile samples with dimensions
6 mm diameter and 35 mm gauge length were used to perform tests at 650 and
730 °C, while measuring the di↵raction during deformation from the 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥
5 mm3 GV. The chopper settings were adjusted to measure d-spacing range of
1–4 Å, which recorded the fundamental and superlattice peaks. The change
in displacements were directly measured through the cross-head displacement
of the stress-rig. In all tests, the samples were heated to the test tempera-
ture using a lamp furnace [136] (see Fig. 4.4(b)) and held for 30 minutes for
homogenization. This is followed by constant load steps, where the sample
was held at pre-defined loads for 5 minutes at each point in the elastic regime
and continuous deformation corresponding to a nominal strain rate 10 6 s 1
was then applied until the end of the test. During the constant load steps,
no significant stress relaxation was noticed and all di↵racted neutrons were
counted during the entire holding time.
For EHEA, the in-situ tensile test was performed at 700 °C with the sample
dimensions of 6 mm diameter and 40 mm gauge length in as-cast condition.
Test procedure for EHEA was the same as Haynes 282 except for chopper
settings, which were used to select a d-spacing range of 0.3 to 3 Å to measure
Bragg peaks of L12 and B2. Unlike Haynes 282, the EHEA sample was loaded
continuously at a strain rate 10 6 s 1 throughout the test without any holding
steps in the elastic regime.
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4.4 Data analysis
The di↵raction spectra measured during the tensile tests were reduced us-
ing OpenGenie [137] and Mantid [138] applications in case of ENGIN-X and
EMAKi software for TAKUMI data. The di↵raction pattern is generally anal-
ysed with TOF on the X-axis and intensity on the Y-axis (see Fig. 3.3). In this
work, the goal was to study the load redistribution through the relative move-
ment of each peak during deformation. Thus, we used single peak fitting to
analyse the di↵raction patterns measured at di↵erent test conditions. GSAS-II
software [139] was used to perform single peak fitting for selected peaks using
psuedo-Voigt (PV) peak shape function convoluted with two back-to-back ex-
ponential functions. The PV peak shape function is a linear combination of
Gaussian and Lorentzian peak functions, which is numerically more e cient
than the Voigt function. Further, the back-to-back exponential functions are
considered to accommodate the peak shape e↵ects from the moderating pro-
cess. Thus, the total peak shape function involves the convolution of PV peak
shape function with back-to-back exponential function, which is implemented
in the GSAS-II software as the standard peak shape function for analysis of
neutron TOF data.
For Haynes 282, due to coherency between   and  0, the fundamental fcc  
peaks overlap with the corresponding  0 peaks. The deconvolution of   and  0
contributions to the composite fundamental peak is not directly possible due
to small lattice mismatch, measured to be ⇡ -0.04% in Paper II. However, the
(200) and (220) doublets can be deconvoluted using the d-spacings obtained
from the fits of the corresponding (100) and (110) superlattice peaks through









There are also additional constraints such as  / 0 intensity ratio and peak
width, which are commonly applied during deconvolution of the fundamen-
tal peaks in the superalloys. However, these constraints are known to have a
large impact on the deconvolution and their accuracy is di cult to assess [13].
Therefore, no such constraints were employed here. The other doublet peaks
(111) and (311) were fitted as single peaks, as they do not have equivalent su-
perlattice peaks to apply constraints using Eq. 4.1. For Haynes 282, however,
this gave negligible errors, as shown in Paper I.
The progressive change in dhkl during deformation can be used to determine
the elastic lattice strains (and stress). During continuous deformation of the
sample, the di↵raction peaks move away from the initial peak positions due
to accumulation of lattice strains. These lattice strains are purely elastic,
irrespective of the macroscopic plasticity in the specimen and depend on the
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stress experienced by the di↵racting grains. Thus, NSS allows to measure
the anisotropic elastic lattice strains, typically expressed in µ✏ = 10 6, within
the GV of the sample. For a fixed Bragg angle (2✓B), the elastic lattice
strain (✏hkl) from di↵racting planes {hkl} is determined from the change in
interplanar distances dhkl (or equivalent thkl) as compared with the d0hkl (or
equivalent t0
hkl











In this work, we measured d0
hkl
at zero load as reference and any initial internal
stresses at zero load are neglected. The movement of individual Bragg peak
positions enables the measurements of elastic and plastic anisotropy. Often
Pawley or Rietveld refinements are performed on the di↵raction spectra to
obtain the lattice parameters of the respective phases, which can give a good
estimate of average strain in the phase [140, 141]. In this work, there was no
proper powder averaging due to the large grain sizes, which limits the analysis
to Pawley refinements. However, the Pawley refinements has free intensity
parameter and can therefore not reliably fit the two closely overlapping peaks
from   and  0 in the doublets, particularly when the e↵ects of elastic and plastic
anisotropy of grains increase during deformation. Thus, the deconvolution
of   and  0 was not successful through whole-pattern refinements in Haynes
282. Instead, we used single peak fitting method for all selected peaks to
extract the d-spacing values in order to evaluate the elastic lattice strains
in this study. The phase-averaged lattice strains (✏) were determined as the








Here, wi is the multiplicity of individual grain families of the respective phase.
Moving on, the in-situ neutron di↵raction measurements of EHEA were also
analysed using single peak fitting method, where distinct L12 and B2 Bragg
peaks were individually fitted to obtain the respective dhkl values. Here, only
fundamental peaks were used, as superlattice peaks were too weak to fit with
good accuracy. Again, multiplicity-weighted average was used to calculate the
phase-averaged strains.
As mentioned earlier, the measured lattice strains are elastic in nature, hence
the average stress ( hkl
p
) associated with di↵racting {hkl} planes can be ap-










is the e↵ective sti↵ness of the {hkl} plane and ✏hkl
p
is the elastic
lattice strain of {hkl} plane in a specific phase. Please note the elastic sti↵ness
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was obtained from the di↵raction measurements in the elastic region and it
is assumed to be constant throughout the tests. Similarly, the phase-specific














are phase-specific elastic lattice strain in the axial and trans-
verse directions, respectively, ⌫p is the Poisson’s ratio and Ep is the e↵ective
sti↵ness of the phase. Eq. 4.5 can be simplified to Eq. 4.6, if ✏tr =  ⌫✏ax,




We calculated the  p from the EHEA di↵raction measurements using both Eq.
4.5 and 4.6, and the values were in good agreement as discussed in Paper IV.
In addition to peak positions, peak intensity (Ihkl) and full width half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the peak can be obtained. When the instrument broaden-
ing is corrected for, FWHM mainly depends on size (for very small di↵racting
domains) and presence of defects (dislocations). In Haynes 282, the di↵rac-
tograms of fine and coarse  0 has shown noticeable di↵erence in peak broad-
ening due to the  0 size e↵ect as shown in Paper I. In this work, the size
broadening is assumed to be constant and the accumulation of dislocations
can then be inferred from FWHM. Further, the intensity of individual peaks
is proportional to the number of di↵racting grains and their multiplicity. An
increase in Ihkl corresponds to an increase in the number of grains with {hkl}
aligned with q and vice versa, which gives a qualitative measure of texture
evolution.
4.5 Complementary techniques
Apart from in-situ neutron di↵raction, electron microscopy techniques were
used in this work to study the initial and deformed microstructures. The sam-
ples were prepared and analysed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
4.5.1 Electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI)
ECCI is a mode of imaging in SEM involving the channelling e↵ect of electrons
through a crystal lattice and images with crystallographic orientation contrast
is obtained. The electrons travelling parallel to atomic planes without intense
interaction leads to electron channelling with minimum back scattering signal.
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For orientations when channeling is not possible, electrons produce more back
scattering signal, which gives a contrast related to the orientation of the grains.
If the crystals are imperfect, with defects such as dislocations and stacking
faults, then the electron beam interacts with inclined planes and a strong back
scattered signal is emitted. Local changes in contrast due to defect density
allows visualization of the distribution of plastic strain (dislocation density)
in the microstructure. In order to get the optimum electron channelling con-
trast [142], the beam must be parallel and collimated by choosing appropriate
aperture size with high beam current. ECCI requires a large beam diameter
to receive su cient signal for imaging, which reduces spatial resolution.
4.5.2 Electron backscatter di↵raction (EBSD)
EBSD is an ideal technique to measure crystallographic orientations at the
surface of crystalline materials. The set-up includes tilting stage to 70° with
respect to the incident beam and back scattered electrons are generated during
interaction with the inclined sample. Some back scattered electrons undergo
Bragg di↵raction and are detected as Kikuchi lines representing the di↵racting
crystal planes on a phosphor screen (detector) [143]. The recorded Kikuchi
patterns are used to determine the orientation of the di↵racting crystal.
In general, the presence of texture is visualised using inverse polefigures (IPF)
maps. The IPF maps follow a specific color scheme to represent di↵erent ori-
entations measured in the microstructure. Alternatively, local misorientation
maps are appropriate to look at defect structures. Kernal average misorien-
tation (KAM), grain reference orientation deviation (GROD) and grain ori-
entation spread (GOS) are di↵erent ways to represent the misorientations in
the deformed microstructure [144]. KAM is based on the misorientation be-
tween the point of interest (POI) and a definite set of points around it and
therefore related to the local density of geometrically necessary dislocations.
GROD measures the misorientation between a point and mean orientation of
the grain, which allows characterization of the distribution of plastic strains.
GOS is the average measure of misorientation between all points and the mean
orientation of each grain and as such it represents the average “degree of de-
formation” of the grain.
In this study, GROD in combination with KAM are used to interpret the
critical features of deformed microstructure of Haynes 282. EBSD was also
used to identify the phases and K-S orientation relationship between L12 and
B2 in the EHEA.
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4.5.3 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): Imaging
of dislocations
TEM is a unique tool to observe features of microstructures at micro to Å
scale with good resolution. TEM is used to study dislocations in this work.
In order to observe dislocations, one need to follow the G · b rule. Here, G
corresponds to the di↵raction vector (indeed a set of planes) and b represents
the Burgers vector of the dislocation. The sample is tilted with respect to
the incident electron beam to alter b with respect to G and obtain perfect
di↵raction conditions to observe dislocations. If G · b = 0, di↵raction contrast
will be minimum and one cannot resolve the line defects. On the other hand
if G · b 6= 0, then these defects can be observed in TEM. To do this analysis,
the possible combination of the Burgers vectors, b, and di↵raction vector, G,
which satisfies G · b 6= 0 needs to be determined. Table. 4.2 helps in choosing
relevant di↵raction plane for imaging dislocations [145].
The dot product of G and b were evaluated at each combination and the
result is tabulated. According to G · b rule, the highlighted yellow colored
rows satisfy the G · b rule to observe dislocations. Hence, either (111) or (200)
or both can be chosen to observe and study dislocations. These di↵raction
vectors exists in specific zone axis, (200) and (111) can be observed in [011].
Hence, one should obtain [011] zone axis using double tilt holder. Selected
area di↵raction aperture is used to select the two-beam condition at (200) or
(111) and the corresponding bright field image was captured.
Table 4.2: The Burgers vectors and di↵raction planes of fcc are tabulated as per























(022) ± 1 ± 1 0 0







(311) 0 ± 1 ± 1 ± 1
(311) ± 1 0 ± 1 ± 1
4.5.4 Sample preparation
The deformed samples of Haynes 282 and EHEA were cut parallel to the
loading axis using a slow speed saw. The cut samples were mounted and
ground using emery sheets followed by polishing using diamond and colloidal
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silica to obtain a mirror finish and strain free surface. These samples were
observed in scanning electron microscope to examine defect microstructures
using ECCI and EBSD techniques.
Later, a 0.5 mm thick slice was sectioned from the deformed sample and further
reduced the thickness to 100 µm using series of emery sheets. Subsequently,
the slice was punched into discs of 3 mm diameter. These disc samples were
subjected to electropolishing using a Struers™ Tenupol-5 twin-jet polishing
machine. Ethanol and perchloric acid in 9:1 volume fraction was used as





This chapter mainly summarizes the important results obtained from the
in-situ neutron di↵raction measurements of Haynes 282 and AlCoCrFeNi2.1
EHEA. In total, there are five papers; the first three consider to Haynes 282
and the next two are associated with AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA. More details are
given in the respective appended papers. Further, the outlook mentions the
future work suggestions.
5.1 Haynes 282
The fine  0 (20 nm) and coarse  0 (200 nm) microstructures were already
presented in Chapter 4 (section 4.1) and the overall chemical composition of
Haynes 282 is shown in Table. 4.1. These two microstructures were used to
study the load distribution between matrix and particle phase as a function
of  0 size and deformation temperature using in-situ neutron di↵raction. The
deformation of samples with fine and coarse  0 microstructures were studied
from 20 K–1000 K, and the results are discussed and documented in three
manuscripts. In Paper I, the load distribution between matrix and particle
phases during room temperature deformation is discussed and the dominating
deformation mechanisms in the two microstructures are identified. Similar ex-
periments were performed at 20 K and 100 K and the results are presented in
Paper II in comparison with room temperature deformation (Paper I). Fi-
nally, the investigation on load distribution at 650 and 730 °C were thoroughly
discussed in Paper III.
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5.1.1 Deformation mechanisms and load distribution at
room temperature
The flow curves measured during in-situ neutron di↵raction experiments are
shown in Fig. 5.1(a), where fine  0 microstructure has higher yield stress since
weakly paired coupling is operating, as the size of fine  0 is close to the op-
timum size (28 nm) [87]. The coarse structure falls in the regime of Orowan
looping and/or strong pair coupling resulting in lower levels of strength. The
strain hardening behavior is found to be similar for fine and coarse structures
(Fig. 5.1(a)), with slightly higher work hardening at higher strains contrary to
high  0 volume fraction superalloys [8, 11, 14]. Both microstructures failed at
true strains of around 0.2 with no signs of necking before fracture. In addition,
elasto-plastic self-consistent (EPSC) crystal plasticity simulations are imple-
mented to predict the deformation behavior of fine and coarse microstructures
as shown in Fig. 5.1(a), where the macroscopic stress-strain response were
matched with the simulation results.
Figure 5.1: (a) Global stress-strain curves for fine and coarse  0 structures with the
corresponding predictions from EPSC simulations. (b) Strain hardening curves for
both microstructures
Further, the orientation-specific and phase-averaged lattice strains were deter-
mined using Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3, respectively. Fig. 5.2 shows the evolution of
phase-averaged lattice strain against the macroscopic stress for fine and coarse
structures. Initial deformation shows similar elastic sti↵ness, but upon yield-
ing the lattice strain distribution di↵ers between the two microstructures. In
the case of fine  0 (Fig. 5.2(a)), there exists a co-deformation of matrix and
particle phase with no redistribution between them after the yield stress at
around 640 MPa. This behavior is consistent with previous studies on high
 0 volume fraction superalloys [8, 11, 14], where co-deformation occurs due to
shearing of small coherent particles in the matrix. On the other hand, the
coarse  0 microstructure (Fig. 5.2(b)) shows a significant load redistribution
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Figure 5.2: Phase-averaged lattice strains in case of (a) fine  0 and (b) coarse  0
microstructures. Markers show experimental data and lines indicate fitted EPSC
model. The blue dashed line across the plots indicates the yield stress for reference.
Note that when error bars are not visible, they are smaller than the marker size.
between the phases after yielding at ⇠510 MPa. Here, the   matrix undergoes
preferential yielding, resulting in stress transfer to the elastically deforming
 0 particles. This behavior also agrees with the observation from the high  0
volume fraction superalloys [8, 11, 14], where the coarse  0 structure tends
to deform through Orowan looping mechanism. Unlike shearing, it involves
single dislocations which circumvents the  0 particles by bowing around them,
leaving residual dislocation loops enclosing the particles. Thus, the plastic
flow is accommodated in the matrix through dislocations pile up around the
 0 particles. A study of high  0 volume fraction superalloys with coarse particle
size (130 nm and 230 nm) reported co-deformation of   and  0 after yielding
at room temperature di↵erent particle size at room temperature [8]. This sus-
tained over a significant stress range before the significant load transfer to  0
particles occurred. In contrast, no such region of co-deformation was observed
for the coarse microstructure of Haynes 282, where only load redistribution
occurs directly upon yielding.
Fig. 5.3 shows the distribution of lattice strains of di↵erent orientations mea-
sured in   and  0 from fine and coarse microstructures. Both phases exhibit
similar elastic anisotropy and pronounced plastic anisotropy upon yielding.
During deformation, the load is transferred to the (200)/(100) oriented grains,
while (220)/(110) undergoes preferential yielding and (311) remains close to
linear in both microstructures. The EPSC simulations are consistent in pre-
dicting the evolution of lattice strains for both microstructures.
Furthermore, the deconvoluted (100)/(200) and (110)/(220) behavior of both
microstructures is shown in Fig. 5.4. The preferred yielding of (110)/(220)
compared to (100)/(200) in the fine microstructure is due to lower elastic
sti↵ness in the (100)/(200) direction which keeps the resolved shear stresses
lower. This allows larger elastic strains to be sustained in the (100)/(200)
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Figure 5.3: Elastic lattice strains against macroscopic (applied) stress for (a) the
fundamental fcc peaks, and (b)  0 superlattice peaks for the fine  0 microstructure.
Markers show experimental data and lines indicate fitted EPSC model. (c) and (d)
show the corresponding figures for the coarse  0 microstructure. The legends are the
same as in (a) and (b). Note that when error bars are not visible, they are smaller
than the marker size.
direction before yielding. Thus, the load is transferred to (100)/(200) oriented
grains which prefers to yield later. This is reproduced by the EPSC simulations
as a kink in the elasto-plastic transition region. Similar behavior is observed
in the coarse microstructure (Fig. 5.4), where the direct partitioning between
  and  0 after yielding is clearly seen for both (110)/(220) and (100)/(200)
orientations.
Apart from the elastic lattice strains from the peak positions, the peak shape
evolution can give information on microstructure evolution during deforma-
tion. Fig. 5.5(a,b) shows the evolution of intensity (normalized by the in-
tensity in the unloaded state) of deconvoluted peaks in fine and coarse mi-
crostructures. The intensity of (200) increases, while (220) intensity decreases
with deformation as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). The evolution of intensity of the  0
(100) and (110) peaks follows the same trends as the   (200) and (220) peaks
(Fig. 5.5(b)) and further conclusions were di cult to draw due to higher noise
levels in the superlattice peaks.
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Figure 5.4: Load transfer between  0 (100)/   (200) and  0 (110)/   (220) in (a)
fine and (b) coarse  0 microstructures. Markers show experimental data and lines
indicate fitted EPSC model. Note that when error bars are not visible, they are
smaller than the marker size.
Figure 5.5: Evolution of (a) normalized peak intensity for the (200) and (220)  
peaks; (b) normalized peak intensity for the (100) and (110)  0 peaks; (c) normalized
FWHM for the (200) and (220)   peaks; and (d) normalized peak intensity for the
(100) and (110)  0 peaks with deformation in the fine and coarse microstructures.
Moreover, the peak broadening which is measured as full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) typically indicates the quantities in the microstructure such
as size of sub-µm size crystals or presence of dislocations, provided that the
instrumental broadening is corrected for. In this study, no significant changes
in the  0 particle size is expected to occur. Thus, any change in the peak
broadening during deformation corresponds to result of an increased disloca-
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tion density. Here, the FWHM of the decomposed (200) and (220)   peaks
and the (100) and (110)  0 peaks are considered and normalized in the same
way as for the intensity. The evolution of FWHM with strain is shown in Fig.
5.5(c,d) for both microstructures. For the   matrix, the normalized FWHM
of both (200) and (220) increases with strain (Fig. 5.5(c)), more so in (200)
compared to (220). No increase in FWHM was observed for  0 in the fine
microstructure, which is probably due to prevention of significant dislocation
storage within the fine  0 particles. On the other hand, the FWHM of coarse
structure increases almost comparable to the matrix, despite the lower degree
of plasticity suggested by the lattice strain evolution. This could due to accu-
mulation and pile-up of dislocations around the impenetrable particles leading
to inhomogeneous stress fields and spatial strain variations within and between
coarse particles.
As will be shown later (section 5.1.2) there is also a possibility that the coarse
 0 particles yield at higher stresses, which would also contribute to an increase
in the FWHM. Similar observations were reported in high  0 volume fraction
superalloys, but the   in the coarse particle structure has larger increase in
FWHM compared to fine particle size microstructure [14]. From the peak
intensity evolution, both deformed microstructures showed typical fcc behavior
with increasing in intensity of (200) and (111) and decreasing (220) with strain.
In addition to in-situ neutron di↵raction, ex-situ microscopy investigations
were performed on both deformed microstructures using ECCI and EBSD
techniques in SEM, and the interaction of dislocations with fine and coarse  0
were recorded using the two-beam condition in TEM. The detailed discussion
on the observations on the average deformed microstructure and texture in
fine and coarse microstructures are presented in Paper I, but the important
observations from TEM analyses are shown in Fig. 5.6(a-c) and (d-f) for fine
and coarse microstructures, respectively. On the one hand, fine  0 has slip
lines clearly visible in the low magnification micrograph (Fig. 5.6(a)) and at
higher magnification shearing of the fine  0 particles can be seen (Fig. 5.6(b)).
Also, the presence of paired dislocations are shown in Fig. 5.6(c) as described
in Chapter 2 (section 2.1.2). On the other hand, the coarse microstructure
shows a distinct accumulation of single dislocations around the  0 particles as
a result of Orowan looping as shown in Fig. 5.6(d,e). Also, in spite of the very
slow cooling (from 950 °C to 500 °C) there exists regions with fine secondary
 0 particles with paired dislocations (Fig. 5.6(f)). As the small fraction of
such particles is insignificant, it doesn’t influence the deformation mechanism
of coarse  0 microstructure.
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Figure 5.6: Bright field TEM micrographs of deformed microstructures with (a)–(c)
fine  0, and (d)–(f) coarse  0. (a) Slip lines; (b) Distinct shearing of precipitates; (c)
Paired dislocations indicating shearing of precipitates is the predominant deformation
mechanism. (d) Accumulation of dislocations in the matrix around the precipitates;
(e) Single matrix dislocations and dislocation debris around  0 precipitates, indi-
cating that precipitate shearing is not the dominating deformation mechanism; (f)
Paired dislocations in regions with secondary small  0 precipitates, where particle
shearing becomes active. All bright field micrographs were recorded in zone axis
[110]
Thus, the description of important results from the load distribution between
and within   and  0 at room temperature have been presented. The most im-
portant conclusion is that the two microstructures do lead to di↵erent defor-
mation mechanisms, which in turn lead to distinctly di↵erent load partitioning
behavior. This allows the next step in the investigation, where the response of
the two microstructures at non-ambient temperatures are explored. The next
section focuses on the load distribution at cryogenic temperatures, 20 K and
100 K, in comparison with room temperature (300 K).
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5.1.2 Load distribution at cryogenic temperatures
The representative fine and coarse microstructures are shown in Fig. 5.7(a,b)
along with the macroscopic stress-strain curves measured at 20 K, 100 K and
300 K for two microstructures in Fig. 5.7(c,d). The change in yield stress is
found to decrease linearly with temperature (Fig. 5.7(e)) for both microstruc-
tures. The di↵erence in yield strength between samples was ⇠100 MPa at
all temperatures. The yield stress of fine  0 is higher than the coarse due to
the strengthening associated with particle sharing. Otherwise, the ductility is
consistently higher for coarse  0, and is only slightly lower at 100 K compared
to 300 K, but decreases drastically at 20 K (Fig. 5.7(e)). The work hardening
rates for the two microstructures are independent of temperature as shown in
Fig. 5.7(f) and (g). Fine  0 shows an extended period of gradually decreas-
ing work hardening followed by a slower decrease at higher strains, while the
coarse structure shows a more abrupt change from the elasto-plastic transition
region to linear region, defined as stage II work hardening and this behavior
agrees well with previous observations [87].
Figure 5.7: Illustration of two-unimodal microstructures of Haynes 282, (a) fine  0
and (b) coarse  0. Global stress–strain curves measured at 20 K, 100 K and 300 K
with (c) fine  0, (d) coarse  0 followed by the (e) variation of yield stress and ductility
with temperatures for both microstructures. Strain hardening behavior of (f) fine  0
and (g) coarse  0 microstructures at respective temperatures.
The evolution of phase-averaged elastic lattice strains of fine and coarse  0
microstructures are shown in Fig. 5.8(a-c) and (d-f), respectively. In fine  0,
co-deformation of matrix and particle phases is observed at all temperatures
and the evolution is almost linear with applied stress without load distribu-
tion between the phases (Fig. 5.8(a-c)). This is consistent with the observa-
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Figure 5.8: Phase-averaged lattice strains in case of (a-c) fine and (d-f) coarse  0
microstructures at (a,d) 20 K, (b,e) 100 K and (c,f) 300 K, respectively. The yellow
dashed lines indicate the yield stress and the blue solid lines shows the slope of the c
lattice strain evolution in the elastic region. Red arrows in (d-f) indicate approximate
stress levels where a change in slope of the elastic lattice strain development can be
seen
tions from Paper I, where the deformation of fine and coarse microstructures
were conducted at room temperature. Furthermore, the coarse microstructure
shows distinct load partition between   and  0 after the yield stress at all tem-
peratures. Similar to fine  0, the   lattice strain increases linearly, while the
 0 shows two stages of evolution with change in slope at stress levels around
200 MPa above the yield stress (marked with red arrows in Fig. 5.8(d-f)).
Further, the load partitioning between   and  0 in coarse  0 is determined
using the di↵erence between the respective lattice strains ( ✏ = ✏ 
0   ✏ ) as
shown in Fig. 5.9. It is observed that the initial stage of partitioning is similar
at all temperatures, but the rate decreases at higher strains. This is more
pronounced at 100 K compared to 300 K. The sample at 20 K has failed too
early to reliably determine the evolution of strain partitioning between the
phases.
The orientation-specific lattice strains are analysed at all temperatures as
shown in Fig. 5.10. During deformation, the h111i and h311i oriented grains in
the   matrix show very limited changes in slope after yielding, which is com-
mon to both microstructures. The h220i grains undergo early yielding (change
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Figure 5.9: Elastic lattice strain (equivalent to load) partitioning between   and  0
as a function of stress increase above the yield stress in the coarse microstructure.
Arrows indicate the approximate positions identified in Fig. 5.8(d)-(f).
Figure 5.10: The elastic lattice strains against applied stress of the fundamental FCC
peaks of (a-c) fine and (d-f) coarse  0 at (a,d) 20 K, (b,e) 100 K and (c,f) 300 K,
respectively. The yellow dashed lines indicate the yield stress
in slope in Fig. 5.10), which leads to intergranular load transfer to the h200i
orientation in the matrix. In the fine  0, the load transfer in the matrix is
directly reflected in the strengthening phase, where the increased accumula-
tion of elastic lattice strains in the h100i orientation is observed as shown in
Fig. 5.11(a-c). Apart from yielding of the h110i due to lattice coherency and
particle shearing, also the h210i and h211i orientations in  0 show an increase
in slope after the yield stress. This suggests that the matrix grains with simi-
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Figure 5.11: The elastic lattice strains against applied stress of the superlattice  0
peaks of (a-c) fine and (d-f) coarse  0 at (a,d) 20 K, (b,e) 100 K and (c,f) 300 K,
respectively. The yellow dashed lines indicate the yield stress. Blue and red arrows
in (d-f) indicate yielding of the h100i and h110i orientations, respectively.
lar orientation of  0 can also yield, however the respective   peaks are not in
the range of the measured di↵ractograms. In coarse  0, the h110i orientation
shows no signs of yielding at the early stage of deformation. But the distinct
change in slope observed at higher stress (red arrows) after the yield point,
indicate yielding at later stage of deformation as shown in Fig. 5.11(d-f).The
h100i orientation with higher elastic lattice strain shows the signs of yielding
at higher stresses (blue arrows).
The yielding of   and  0 orientations can be compared using the respective
deconvoluted peaks h100i, h110i and h200i, h220i as shown in Fig. 5.12 for two
microstructures. In fine  0, there is clear overlap of h100i and h200i indicating
the co-deformation of matrix and particle phases. The h110i and h220i orien-
tations also show overlap behavior and exhibit almost ideal plastic behavior
after yielding followed by a linear development with smaller slope (except at
20 K due to the early fracture). In coarse  0, the load partitioning between
the decomposed peaks of   and  0 are very distinct at all temperatures. There
is an intragranular load partitioning within the h200i and h220i orientations,
from matrix to  0 particles. Further, the changes in the slope for the h100i
(blue arrows) and h110i (red arrows) orientations, which suggests the yielding
of  0 at higher stresses at all three measured temperatures. Fig. 5.13 shows the
strain partitioning between h100i–h200i and h110i–h220i, which is determined
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Figure 5.12: Load distribution between  0 h100i/   h200i and  0 h110i/   h220i in
(a-c) fine and (d-f) coarse  0 microstructures at (a,d) 20 K, (b,e) 100 K and (c,f)
300 K, respectively. The yellow dashed lines indicate the yield stress. Blue and red
arrows in (d-f) indicate yielding of the h100i and h110i orientations, respectively.
Figure 5.13: Elastic lattice strain (equivalent to load) partitioning between   and  0
for grains with (a) h100i/h200i orientation and (b) h220i/h110i orientation parallel
to the tensile direction, as a function of stress increase above the yield stress. Arrows
mark approximate points identified in Figure 5.11(d)-(f) and Figure 5.12(d)-(f).






. It is observed that the strain partitioning at higher
stresses is dependent on the deformation temperature. The h100i orientation
shows a more pronounced decrease in partitioning rate at 100 K compared to
300 K (Fig. 5.13(a)). The e↵ect is even more pronounced in the h110i ori-
entation, where the partitioning rate becomes almost independent of applied
stress at higher stresses (Fig. 5.13(b)).
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Thus, the load distribution between matrix and particle phases at cryogenic
temperatures in comparison with room temperature have been studied and
thoroughly discussed. The main outcome is the indications of yielding of
coarse  0 at higher stresses, which become more pronounced as the stress
levels increase at cryogenic temperatures. The next section deals with the
load distribution during deformation in fine and coarse  0 microstructures at
650 and 730 °C, respectively.
5.1.3 Load distribution at high temperatures
The fine and coarse  0 microstructures are subjected to the in-situ tensile test-
ing each at 650 and 730 °C, respectively. The average mechanical response in
terms of load and compliance-corrected displacement is shown in Fig. 5.14(a)
and (b). Both fine and coarse microstructures show decreasing stress levels
with increasing temperature. All samples except fine  0 deformed at 650 °C
has a peak stress followed by continuously decreasing stress levels. The appar-
ent softening is mainly due to the occurrence of necking, which occurs in all
tested samples, except in the case of fine  0 deformed at 650 °C. The dashed
lines in Fig. 5.14(a) and (b) indicate the onset of necking, corresponding to
the maximum in the engineering stress. In this study, there are mainly two
issues in order to further consider stress values from the stress-rig; (1) No ex-
tensometer was used during the tensile tests so there is no reliable measure of
the strain in the gauge volume. Also, the compliance corrected displacements
are not accurate enough for the true stress calculation as the e↵ective gauge
length will change during the test due to the continuous elongation from gauge
section to the shoulders. (2) Almost all samples have shown decrease in stress
levels due to necking. Both necking region and the neutron gauge volume
are approximately centered on the gauge length. But the stress is calculated
based on the assumption of uniform deformation, which is disconnected from
the elastic strain measured from the necking region. Backzmański et al. [146]
suggested an approach to bypass both issues. They proposed the average true
stress in the neutron gauge volume  ̄, is proportional to the average elastic
lattice strain measured from di↵raction, ✏̄:
 ̄ = ✏̄ (5.1)
Here, the proportionality constant  is determined from the elastic region
and Eq. 5.1 holds both in the elastic and plastic regimes. Thus, the  ̄ is
considered as true stress throughout the deformation, as it is determined from
the di↵raction strain measurements. However, this assumption is only valid if
 does not change significantly during the tests. This hypothesis is usually far
from the reality, as  depends on the elastic sti↵ness and texture which changes
during deformation. Backzmański et al. [146] performed EPSC and finite
element (FE) simulations considering the lattice rotation, texture evolution
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Figure 5.14: The in-situ tensile test response of fine and coarse  0 at 650 and 730 °C
are presented in terms of Force vs. displacement in (a,b) and the change in phase-
averaged lattice strain (✏̄) and lattice stress ( ̄) with displacement are illustrated in
(c,d) and (e,f) respectively. The blue and red dash lines indicates the maximum load
during the tensile tests.
and verified the linear relationship holds up to large strains (>0.5) including
the early stages of necking. Thus, the Eq. 5.1 is implemented in this work to
calculate the true stress for all conditions. Further, the average of the phase-
averaged lattice strains were determined considering the volume fraction of
the   and  0 (Eq. 5.2), similar to the approach followed by Backzmański et
al. [146–148] on duplex stainless steel.
✏̄ = (1  f)✏  + f✏ 
0
(5.2)
Fig. 5.14(c,d) and (e,f) represents the evolution of ✏̄ and  ̄, respectively. In
fine  0, both ✏̄ and  ̄ increases continuously at 650 °C, but reaches a maximum
and decreases slightly at 730 °C. In coarse  0, both ✏̄ and  ̄ saturate at 650
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Figure 5.15: The evolution of phase-specific lattice strains at 650 and 730 °C for
(a,b) fine  0 and (c,d) coarse  0 at 650 and 730 °C, respectively.
°C, but decrease in the stress after necking at 730 °C is more pronounced than
fine  0.
Further, the distribution of lattice strains between phases during deformation
is shown in Fig. 5.15, where the phase-averaged lattice strains are plotted
against  ̄. Fine  0 shows co-deformation of   and  0 at 650 and 730 °C,
which indicates that shearing of  0 particles by paired dislocations, similar to
the observations from Paper I and II, prevails also at higher temperatures.
However, the previous studies on Haynes 282 has shown the transition in
deformation mechanism from shearing to looping at 760 °C with the particle
size of 50 nm [9]. But with particle size of 20 nm, the shearing seems to be
dominant also at higher temperatures. Coarse  0 shows significant load transfer
from   to  0 suggesting Orowan looping of  0 particles by single dislocations,
as observed at the room and cryogenic temperatures. Due to the necking, all
conditions (except fine  0 at 650 °C) show a decrease in stress along the same
slope as in the hardening regime.
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Figure 5.16: The evolution of   orientation-specific lattice strains at 650 and 730 °C
for (a,b) fine  0 and (c,d) coarse  0, respectively.
The distribution of orientation-specific lattice strains in the matrix   phase
is shown in Fig. 5.16 for both microstructures at 650 and 730 °C. The load
distribution is similar to previous observations at lower temperatures until
necking regime. Once necking sets in, there is an accelerated redistribution of
strains from (220) orientations to other orientations. Also, the spring-back of
the strain does not follow the slope of the load curve in the coarse  0 at 730
°C. The  0 orientation-specific lattice strains are shown in Fig. 5.17, where the
distribution of strains are similar to the low temperature observations (Paper
I and II) and further observations are di cult to evaluate due to larger scat-
ter of  0 peaks in the di↵ractogram. Nevertheless, the load is transferred to
(100) from other orientations, which is clear in the coarse microstructure (Fig.
5.17(c,d)). The yielding of (110) and further reduction in the lattice strains
after necking in coarse  0 reflects the partitioning from (220) to (200) orienta-
tions in the   matrix. At 730 °C, the detailed response of (110) is di cult to
analyse due to the scatter.
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Figure 5.17: The evolution of  0 orientation-specific lattice strains at 650 and 730 °C
for (a,b) fine  0 and (c,d) coarse  0, respectively.
Further, the phase-averaged ( p) and orientation-specific ( p
hkl
) stresses in
each phase are determined and plotted against the displacement to observe
the load distribution between and within   and  0 at 650 and 730 °C. In fine
 0, the phase-averaged stresses of   and  0 are identical and follow the average
stress behavior as shown in Fig. 5.18(a,b). The orientation-specific stresses in
the   phase show continuous strain hardening in fine  0 at 650 °C, with highest
stress in the (200) orientation and the lowest for (220) oriented grains (Fig.
5.18(c)). At 730 °C, both (200) and (311) orientations saturate at the point of
necking, while (111) and (220) decrease at larger deformations (Fig. 5.18(d)).
The  0 orientation-specific stress distribution shows continuous hardening at
650 °C with the highest stress in the (100) orientation (Fig. 5.18(e)), while
all orientations saturate at the point of necking at 730 °C (Fig. 5.18(f)).
The stress in deconvoluted (100)/(200) and (110)/(220) are found to be same,
hence, the stresses are same in both phases.
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Figure 5.18: The evolution of phase-averaged and orientation specific stresses in fine
 0. (a) and (b) shows the phase-averaged stresses at 650 and (b) 730 °C, respectively.
Orientation-specific stresses for the   phase are shown in (c) and (d) for 650 and 730
°C, respectively, and the corresponding stresses in  0 are shown in (e) and (f).
The phase-averaged stresses in the coarse  0 microstructure at 650 °C and 730
°C clearly shows the load transfer from   to  0 as shown in Fig. 5.19(a,b)
with relatively more softening after necking at 730 °C compare to 650 °C. The
distribution of   orientation-specific stress at 650 °C shows the work hardening
of (200) and (111) orientations, whereas (311) saturates and (220) shows de-
creasing stresses at large deformations (Fig. 5.19(c)). This behavior is similar
but even more pronounced at 730 °C (Fig. 5.19(d)). At 650 °C, all orienta-
tions in the  0 phase appear to saturate with an exception of (110) as shown
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Figure 5.19: The evolution of phase-averaged and orientation specific stresses in
coarse  0. (a) and (b) shows the phase-averaged stresses at 650 and (b) 730 °C,
respectively. Orientation-specific stresses for the   phase are shown in (c) and (d)
for 650 and 730 °C, respectively, and the corresponding stresses in  0 are shown in
(e) and (f).
in Fig. 5.19(e). At 730 °C, all orientations soften after necking. At both tem-
peratures, there is a stress redistribution between the (210), (110) and (211)
orientations, which is not observed in fine  0. This further indicates the e↵ects
of load transfer between matrix and particles but it is di cult to analyse since
the corresponding (420) and (422)   peaks are not available.
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Figure 5.20: The load transfer between  0(100)/  (200) and  0(110)/  (220) in coarse
 0 at (a) 650 and (b) 730 °C.
The comparison of the (100)/(200) and (110)/(220) shows the stress partition-
ing between the two phases in the coarse  0 microstructure in Fig. 5.20. At 650
°C, the stress partitioning between (100) and (200) is almost constant, while it
decreases with softening of (100) at 730 °C. More observations from (110)/(220)
response are di cult to draw due to the large scatter at large deformations.
In summary, the observation of decreasing phase-averaged and orientation-
specific stresses suggests that damage is accumulating in the material during
necking. At 650 °C, fine  0 in Fig. 5.18(c) shows continuous hardening of  
matrix with lowest stress in the (220) orientation. But the saturated stresses
are observed at 730 °C with softening only in the (220) orientation. Similar
to   matrix, deformation of fine  0 orientations shows hardening at 650 °C
and saturation with probable softening in the (110) orientation (i.e. particles
present in the (220) matrix grains). This behavior suggests that the damage
accumulation is anisotropic (softening of (220) and (110) orientations). Fur-
ther, coarse  0 shows distinct softening in the (220) orientation, while other
orientations undergo hardening and saturate with strain at 650 °C. The soften-
ing in the (220) orientation is even more pronounced at 730 °C in the   matrix.
Also, (311) orientation seems to show decreasing in stress levels while (200),
(111) tend to harden followed by collective softening at large strains. Whilst
 0 shows the saturated behavior at 650 °C and very dominant softening in all
orientations is clearly visible at 730 °C. This clearly suggests that the soften-
ing or damage initiation occurs in  0 particles rather than in   as they mostly
show saturated stresses (except in (220) orientation). Thus, while the actual
damage mechanism is unknown at this stage, it is clearly phase-dependent and
anisotropic based on the observations in this work. Identification of the exact
mechanisms is critical for future e↵orts to improve the resistance to damage
accumulation at high temperatures.
Further, the normalized intensity evolution is observed in the coarse  0 mi-
crostructure at 650 and 730 °C. It is noticed that the evolution at 650 °C
depicts the typical fcc fiber texture with increase in intensity of (111) and
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(100), and decreasing (110) orientations. Similar observations are noticed at
730 °C, but there is a maximum followed by decrease in strength of all fibers
at larger strains probably due to development of triaxiality which could alter
the local strain path in the neutron gauge volume. Such e↵ects can be studied
by EPSC simulations, which is unfortunately out of scope of this work.
5.2 Eutectic high entropy alloy - AlCoCrFeNi2.1
AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA was prepared through vacuum induction melting of all
5 elements in high purity Ar atmosphere, and tensile samples were machined
from the as-cast material. The as-cast microstructure of AlCoCrFeNi2.1 is
shown in Fig. 5.21, consisting of a lamellar structure with ordered L12 (bright
contrast ⇠65 vol.%) and ordered B2 phase (dark contrast ⇠35 vol.%). The
average chemical composition of the alloy is determined using SEM-EDS (Fig.
5.21(b,c)) and the detailed chemistry is shown in Table. 5.1, where Ni and
Al are enriched in the B2 phase and Fe, Co, Cr partition to the L12 phase.
In addition, the K-S orientation relationship between L12 and B2 phases is
confirmed and the phase map with K-S boundaries is shown in Fig. 5.21(d,e)
including the deviation histogram.
Figure 5.21: (a) Eutectic structure along with EDS maps showing the rich contrast
of (b) Ni and Al to B2, and (c) Fe, Co, Cr to L12. (d) The phase map shows L12
in red and B2 in blue. The yellow lines mark phase boundaries with less than 10°
deviation from the Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship, and the actual
distribution of deviations from K-S is shown in (e), respectively.
The as-cast samples were measured using in-situ neutron di↵raction during
tensile loading from 77–973 K. These experiments were aimed to understand
the load distribution between and within ordered L12 and ordered B2 phases
as a function of deformation temperature. The obtained results from these
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Table 5.1: Average chemical composition of EHEA and the respective phases.
Elements Al Co Cr Fe Ni
Average, (at. %) 17.88 16.24 16.16 16.08 33.64
L12 (at. %) 10.58 18.43 20.72 19.43 30.83
B2 (at. %) 21.30 15.35 13.67 14.56 35.12
experiments were thoroughly discussed and presented in Papers IV and V.
5.2.1 Load distribution at 77–673 K
The macroscopic stress-strain curves measured at 77 K, 293 K and 673 K are
presented in Fig. 5.22. The flow curves show distinct increase in the elastic
moduli and stress levels with decreasing temperature from 673 K to 77 K.
Figure 5.22: Macroscopic stress–strain curves measured at 77 K, 293 K and 673 K.
Dashed lines indicate the 0.1% o↵set yield strengths.
The phase-averaged lattice strains against the applied stress are shown in Fig.
5.23(a-c). Please note the the phase-averaged lattice strain in the transverse
direction for the B2 phase at 293 K is not calculated due to the absence of the
(200) peak in the di↵ractograms. At 77–673 K, L12 tends to yield well before
the yield stress (dashed lines) and transfer the load to B2 phase which carries
larger lattice strain as shown in Fig. 5.23(a-c). Moreover, the phase-averaged
stress of L12 and B2 are determined and plotted against the macroscopic strain
along with the stress-strain curve in Fig. 5.23(d-f). At all three temperatures,
very high stresses in the B2 phase are clearly observed, whereas L12 behaves
almost perfectly plastic. Also, the average stress is calculated according to
the rule-of-mixture (ROM)  ̄ = f B2 + (1   f) L12 , where volume fraction
(f) is 0.35, obtained from the EBSD measurement. The macroscopic stress-
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Figure 5.23: Phase-averaged lattice strain (a-c) and stress (d-f) response measured at
(a,d) 77 K, (b,e) 293 K and (c,f) 673 K. Dashed lines in (a)-(c) indicate YS(0.1%),
whereas dash-dotted lines indicate the data point where distinct load transfer is
first observed. Dotted lines in (d)-(f) indicate average stresses calculated from the
rule-of-mixtures (ROM).
strain curves agree reasonably well with the ROM stress, but it is closer to the
L12 phase response at 77 K, which could be due to the continuous phase in
the microstructure. But it contradicts the suggested B2 dominance from the
indentation measurements as the bulk response [149]. Also, B2 phase shows
decreasing stress levels with increasing temperature, whereas L12 phase stress
decreases between 77 K and 293 K and remains at similar levels at 673 K.
The orientation-specific lattice strains in L12 and B2 phases are plotted against
the macroscopic stress as shown in Fig. 5.24 at all temperatures. In the
L12 phase, the di↵erences in slope in the elastic regime confirms the elastic
anisotropy at all temperatures. From Fig. 5.24(a,b), the (220) orientation
tends to yield earlier followed by (111) while (311) is linear and (200) contin-
uous to accumulates higher elastic lattice strains at 77 K and 293 K. At 673
K, the (111) orientation yields earlier than (200), and furthermore, the (200)
and (311) orientations are deviating more towards the larger lattice strains
(Fig. 5.24(c)) compared to at lower temperatures. The distribution of lattice
strains of L12 phase at 77 K and 293 K are consistent with h110i{111} oc-
tahedral slip, but the early yielding of the (111) orientation at 673 K could
be due to occurrence of slip on the {001} cube slip planes. The cube slip
h110i{111} is well known to operate in L12 single crystals above a critical
temperature, in particular when loaded along the h111i direction [96–99]. Fur-
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Figure 5.24: Elastic lattice strains from fundamental peaks for L12 (a-c) and B2
(d-f) at 77 K (a,d), 293 K (b,e) and 673 K (c,f), respectively. Dashed lines indicate
YS(0.1%), whereas dash-dotted lines indicate the data point where distinct load
transfer is first observed.
Figure 5.25: Orientation-specific stress in di↵erent L12 grain families as a function
of macroscopic strain.
ther, the orientation-specific axial stress evolution is determined in L12 phase
at all temperatures as shown in Fig. 5.25.
In addition, Schmid factors along four tensile directions on the octahedral and
cube planes are determined as shown in the Table. 5.2. From Fig. 5.25(a) at
77 K, the (111) orientation stress is highest (due to the high sti↵ness and low
Schmid factor for octahedral slip from Table. 5.2) and (220) orientations has
the lowest due to the plastic behavior, while (200) and (311) show intermediate
stress levels. At room temperature, the stress levels of (111) are almost similar
to the (200) and (311), which indicates the activation of cube slip already at
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Table 5.2: Maximum Schmid factors on h110i {001} cube (mcubemax ) and h110i {111}
octahedral (moctmax) slip systems in grain families with di↵erent tensile axes. N
cube
max
and Noctmax are the number of independent system experiencing the maximum Schmid
factor for cube and octahedral slip, respectively.











(111) 0.4714 3 0.2722 6 1.73
(200) 0 – 0.4082 8 0
(220) 0.3536 4 0.4082 4 0.86
(311) 0.3857 1 0.4454 2 0.86
the room temperature. The critical temperature for cube slip to occur depends
on the alloy chemistry and many systems have been reported to undergo cube
slip at room temperature [99, 150] or even below [150], when deformed in the
h111i direction. At 673 K, the extensive activation of cube slip leads to low
stresses in the (111) grains. Lower stresses are observed in the (311) grains
as well, which suggests cube slip in these grains. The (200) orientation seems
to be una↵ected as the Schmid factor for cube slip is zero (Table. 5.2). This
slip transition from octahedral to cube slip potentially reverses the anomalous
temperature dependence of the strength of the L12. This observation of cube
slip in the EHEA could point towards an alloy design strategy for delaying this
transition in order to further increasing the strength at elevated temperatures.
In contrast to L12, B2 phase elastic lattice strains shows approximately isotropic
behavior in the elastic regime (Fig. 5.24(d-f)). Moreover, the load redistribu-
tion in B2 phase is similar at all temperatures. The lattice strain evolution
of (110) and (211) orientations follow each other closely, with only small de-
viations towards the larger strains, whereas (200) orientation accommodates
the large elastic lattice strains and carries majority of the load compare to the
other two orientations in B2 phase.
Thus, the change in load distribution in the EHEA from 77–673 K has been
thoroughly discussed. The most important finding is the temperature depen-
dent slip mode transition in L12, which can be expected to have a significant
impact on the behavior at higher temperature. This is discussed in the next
section, which deals with the load distribution in the EHEA at 973 K.
5.2.2 Load distribution at 973 K
Fig. 5.26(a) shows the engineering stress-strain curve from the stress-rig mea-
sured during the deformation at 973 K. The yield stress is measured to be
216 MPa, which is much lower than reported values (550 MPa) at the same
temperature [35]. This low yield stress is probably due to very low strain rate
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Figure 5.26: (a) The engineering stress-strain curve at 973 K with yield stress of 216
MPa and the evolution of (b) phase-averaged lattice strain and (c) phase-averaged
stress, including global and ROM stress.
deformation (10 6 s 1) which could enable creep-like deformation at lower
stresses. However, the previous stress-rig measurement at 77–673 K were con-
sistent with literature values and we believe the yield stress in this work is cor-
rect in the present deformation conditions. Further, the phase-average elastic
lattice strains shows the load transfer from B2 to L12 in Fig. 5.26(b), which is
contrary to the previous observations in the temperature range 77–673 K. This
is further confirmed by the phase-averaged stress with higher L12 stress than
B2 in Fig. 5.26(c). Thus, under the low strain rate deformation conditions, the
load transfer is reversed at higher temperature making L12 the stronger phase
instead of B2. Also, L12 shows work hardening at larger strains, although at
a low rate, while B2 has almost ideal plastic deformation.
The distribution of orientation-specific lattice strains and stresses of L12 and
B2 phases are shown in Fig. 5.27(a,b). In the L12 phase, early yielding of (111)
orientation is observed, similar to the observations at 673 K (Paper IV). This
strongly indicates the occurrence of cube slip. The continuation of cube slip
from 673 K is further confirmed by phase-averaged stress, where the (111)
stress levels are below the stress associated in the (220) orientations. Further,
the work hardening in the L12 (Fig. 5.26(c)) is due to hardening of (200)
and (311) orientations, whereas flow stress remains constant in the (111) and
(220) orientations. In the B2 phase, the orientation-specific lattice strains are
significantly di↵erent compared to the previous studies at lower temperature.
There is a strain transfer from (110) and (211) to (200) orientation as shown
in Fig. 5.27(b,d) but the orientation-specific stress shows no appreciable load
redistribution between orientations (Fig. 5.27(f)). These changes in the load
redistribution at di↵erent temperatures needs to be investigated further to
address the temperature dependence of deformation mechanisms in the B2
phase.
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Figure 5.27: The evolution of orientation-specific lattice strains of (a,c) L12 and (b,d)
B2, respectively. The orientation-specific stresses of (e) L12 and (f) B2.
Zhang et al. [35] reported the extensive twinning in the L12 phase during
deformation of AlCoCrFeNi2.1 at 700 °C. We inspected the propensity of twin-
ning through the stacking fault probability (SFP) evolution as shown in Fig.
5.28. SFP can be evaluated from the di↵erence in lattice strain evolution mea-
sured from the (111) and (222) peaks [151]. A small increase in SFP is noticed
above the yield stress, which could indicate the presence of twinning in the
L12 phase but it is not expected to be extensive at the small strains in this
work. In general, the (111) orientation is prone to twinning since the Schmid
factor for h112i{111} twinning is slightly higher for h011i{111} octahedral slip.
However, the Schmid factor for h011i{001} cube slip is 1.5 times higher than
that for twinning when loaded along (111), suggesting that such grains will
undergo cube slip rather that twinning. Thus, a certain amount of twinning
cannot be ruled out but the dominating e↵ects at the small strains presented
in the study arise from the h011i{001} cube slip.
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Figure 5.28: Lattice strain evolution for the (111) and (222) peaks (left axis) and
the resulting stacking fault probability (right axis) as function of engineering stress.
The lines marked P.L. and YS(0.1%) mark the proportionality limit and the 0.1 %
proof stress, respectively (see Fig. 5.26(a))
This study has provided several new insights into the origins of the high tem-
perature behaviour of the high entropy alloy, including the fact that the fun-
damental role of the phases becomes reversed. As L12 becomes the stronger
phase at these temperatures, the alloying strategy proposed in Paper IV
becomes even more interesting. Clearly, also the behavior of the B2 phase
warrants further investigations, in order to improve its properties at higher
temperatures.
5.3 Conclusions
The main conclusions from this work are formulated as answers to the research
questions posed in Chapter 1.
1. What is the e↵ect of particle size on the load distribution in a representative
low  0 superalloys (such as Haynes 282)?
• Fine particles leads to the shearing which leads to absence of load redis-
tribution; Coarse particle leads to the Orowan looping which leads to the
distinct load redistribution. These behaviours are found to be consistent
at all temperatures investigated in this work.
• The observed load distribution are same at all temperatures, which sug-
gests that deformation mechanisms do not change with temperature.
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2. What is the e↵ect of deformation temperature on the load distribution in a
representative low  0 superalloys (such as Haynes 282)?
• At higher stresses, also coarse  0 can undergo plastic deformation. This
is more pronounced at low temperatures, since the stress levels increase.
• At high temperatures, the decrease in orientation and phase-specific
stress levels suggests accumulation of damage in the necked region. While
the damage process is unknown it is clearly anisotropic and phase-dependent.
3. What is the e↵ect of deformation temperature on phase-specific deformation
and load partitioning in as-cast EHEA AlCoCrFeNi2.1?
• At low to intermediate temperatures (77–673 K), B2 is the reinforcing
phase, but this is reversed at higher temperature (973 K).
• A slip mode transition in the L12 phase is suggested to occur around
room temperature, which could be a potential alloy design strategy to
sustain the high temperature strength, particularly as L12 becomes the
reinforcing phase at high temperature.
• A distinct change in load redistribution in the B2 phase at high temper-
ature (973 K) suggests a potential change in deformation mechanism.
5.4 Outlook
Based on the observations from the in-situ neutron di↵raction studies on
Haynes 282 and AlCoCrFeNi2.1, a number of open questions and future di-
rections emerge. The most important issues to be addressed, both in the short
and long term perspective, are listed below.
In Haynes 282, the proposed yielding of  0 at higher stresses was inferred from
lattice strain evolution needs to be confirmed using dedicated TEM studies.
Due to slow rate of deformation, cross slip and climb can dominate the defor-
mation mechanism at higher temperatures. Thus, the rate dependence e↵ect
on the load distribution needs to be determined. The damage mechanisms
at higher temperature must be determined using EPSC models coupled with
TEM studies. Provided that the proposed mechanisms can be confirmed, de-
velopment of e.g. EPSC or FE based crystal plasticity based models capable
of describing these phenomena should be developed.
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In the AlCoCrFeNi2.1 EHEA, the active slip system and it’s temperature de-
pendence in B2 phase needs to be determined using TEM analysis. Moreover,
the strain rate e↵ects on the deformation mechanisms and their e↵ect on load
partitioning needs to be determined. This will allow EPSC models to be im-
plemented, which account for the temperature dependent slip mode transition
of active slip systems in the EHEA. With the implementation of such models,
the e↵ects of orientation relationships should be explored, particularly in rela-
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